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ABSTRACT

A mathematical analysis of the logarithmically periodic dipole class

of frequency independent antennas, which takes into account the mutual

coupling between dipole elements, is described. The input impedance,

directivity, and bandwidth, as well as the input current and voltage of the

several elements, are calculated. A new concept, the bandwidth of the

active region, is formulaten and is used to relate the size and operating

bandwidth of the antenna. The limiting values oi the various parameters

that describe the antenna are ex plored. The results from the mathematical

model are shown to be in good agreement with measurements. A step by step

procedure is presented which enables one to design a log-periodic dipole

antenna over a u.de range of input impedance, bandwidth, directivity, and

antenna size.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The-object of this work is to provide a mathematical model of the

log-periodic dipole antenna which contains the essential features of the

practical antenna and which is amenable to solution. The need for such

a-viodel occurs for two reasons. First, the principles of lig-periodic

antenna design have evolved from the interpretation of laboratory measure-

1 ments, without the benefit of mathematical analysis. A rigorous formulation

of these principles is clearly called for. Second, the task o' extending

the state of the design art if log-periodic antennas, is formidable if

I carried out on a wholly experimental basis. Even an approximate analysis

is quite useful if it lends direction to an explrimental program. The

conclusions resulting from the solutioihof the mathematical model proposed

herein are sufficiently general to lend insight into the operation of

log-periodic dipole antennas, and- the results are applicable to the

V design of LP dipole antennas which must meet given electrical specifications,

Throughout this work it becomes necessary to define as precisely as

possible certain concepts relating to wideband ant pnas, such as "broadband",

"frequency independent", "active region", and "end effect". Some of the

terms have been objects of disagreement over the past years, and while

-the definitions heretnmay not settle the issue, they can provide a

common ground of understanding for this work. The terms "wideband" and

"brnAdband" have become so much- a mart --f c a -_.-.. g vernacular

that they express only a notion and must be qualified each time they are

-used. In the follcwing paragraphs the term "frequency independent" is used.

Strictly speaking, there are no frequency independent antennas. However, it
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is proposed that a xore liberal definition be adopted-one which applies T

to a special class of antennas. By frequency independence as applied to

an antenna, it is meant that the observable characteristics of the antenna

such as the field pattern and input impedance vary negligibly over a band

of frequencies within the design limits of the antenna, and that this

bLnd may be made arbitrarily wide merely by properly extending the geometry T

of the antenna structure. The ultimate band limits of a given design are

determined by non-electrical restrictions: size governs the low frequency

limit., and precision of construction governs the high frequency limit.

The idea of frequency independent antennas is based upon the familiar

I
operation of scaling and the principle of similitude . -It is well known

that the performance of a lossless antenna remains unchanged if its dimensions

in terms =f wavelength are held constant. Thus, If all dimensions of a

lossless antenna are decreased by a factor T < 1 , and the frequency is

increased by l/T, the fields about the two antennas are similar, that is, 

they differ at most by a constant factor Consider a class of structures

which are made up-of an infinite number of interconnected "cells" such as

shown in Figure 1. Each cell is similar to its neighbor by a constant I

scale factor T, Structures of this class are called self-similar because

they possess the unique property of transforming into themselves under a

uniform expansion by T or an Integral power of T. If each cell represents

an electromagnetic apparatusY the performane of the structure remains the

same for all frequoncies related by

fO p , t 1, + 2,. 1f -o

If the structure is a source or sink of electromagnetic waves, then each

:I'
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7

* Figure 1. An interconnection of scaled cells resulting Jn a self-similar
structure

f;
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cell may centain lumped or distributed generators or loads. To preserve

similitude, a generator at frequency f in cell n must "scale" into a0

generator at frequency Tf0 in cell n + 1. If it is undesirable to move

the generators about, an excitation independent of scaling can be obtained

by placing a generator at the small end of the strunture. Only the latter

method of excitation will be considered.

luch self-similar structures exhibit what is calld, log-periodic

performance. Although the patterns and input impedance may vary with

frequency, the variation must be periodic with the logarithm of frequency.

In order for the pattern and input impedance to be independent of frequency,

the variationjh.performance over the period, log T, must be negligible.

To be a practical antenna, the infinite structure must be truncated.

That is, the scaling must start with a given small cell ard must stop at

a given large cell. The requirement that the truncated structure must

duplicate the performance of the infinite structure places certain restric-

tions cn the nature of the cells in the aggregate. At a given frequency the

electrically small eells must behave as a transmis ...n line. Truncation at

the small end is equivalent to the elimination of a section of line; the

net effect is a shift in the location of the generator. The electrically

large cells mtist be unexcited, so that their presence or absence makes

no difference in'the electromagnetic performance at the given frequency.

When this is true, thp fact that the structure has an end will not be

observable, and the "end effect" is said to be eliminated. The foregoing

restrictions on the small and large cells require that:most of the energy

be radiated from a limited number of adjacent, "medium-sized" cells. These

p%
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cells constitute the "active region". Thus three riegions may be associated

with the infinite, self-similar structure-the "transmission region", the

"active region", and te "unexcited region". The key problem, therefore,

is to determine which finite stru'tures, if any, exhibit performance which

approaches that of the infinite structure over a design band.

-Let the steps be traced which led to the discovery of several types

-- of frequency independent antennas, leading up to the log-periodic dipole

antenna. Prior to 1954 much effort had been expended in attempts at

antenna broadbanding. These efforts, for the most part, applied the

comparatively advanced knowledge of broadband circuit theory to basically

narrow band antennas. Some notable examples resulted
2
'
3
. However,

conventional antennas resisted efforts to extend the usable bandwidth

V ratio beyond two or three to one.

In the fall of 1954 Rumsey broke the bandwidth barrier in antenna

theory and practice with his "angle method"4 . He stated that if the shape

of an antenna were such that it could be specified entirely in terms of

angles it would exhibit constant input impedance and pattArns independent

fj of frequency because no fixed length is involved in its description. The

infinite bi-conical and bi-fin structures shown in Figure 2 are frequency

bindependent, ut infinite structures are not practical antennas. If

one truncates these structures, the frequency independent behavior is

lost; the patterns vary with frequency. The variation with frequency is

a manifestation of the "end effect", that is, the effect of radiated

and/or reflected current at the discontinuity introduced by the truncation.

Rumsey suggested- that the log-spiral curve defined by r = exp(kO could
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be used to define another infinite structure in terms o£ angles only. He

also showed that the log-spiral family of surfaces are the only surfaces

for which an expansion is equivalent to a rotation. For a rotation about

the = 0 axis this can be expressed symbolically as

r = f(6,0 =,.e-acf(erp+ c) (2)

T_

U The pattern of such a structure rotates with frequency about the e 0

axis at a rate which depends on a. A balanced, planar log-sptral antenna

is shown in Figure 3.

r The log-spiral is an example of a self-similar siructure. One cell.

of the structure is given by the shaded portion of Figure 3. The fact

that the exiansion from one cell to another can also be accomplished by

a rotation sets the log-spiral apart from other self-similar structures

in which the expansion must be carried out in a fixedodirection. In

contrast to the bi-cones and bi-fins, the truncated log-spiral structure

is one antenna whose pattern is the same as that of the infinite structure

for all wavelengths shorter than twice the length of the truncated spiral

jr arm. The. absence of end effect is the result of a rapid diminution of

current along the spiral arm. The radiation pattern of the planar log-

spiral is bi-directional and centered about theO8 = 0 axis. Over a wide

range of design parameters the pattern is rotationally symmetric and

circular-lv volarized. The sense of the circular polarization is in tho

negative ( direction for the log-spiral of Figure 3. The properties of

planar and conical log-spiral antennas have been carefully investigated

and 78
and catalogued by Dyson

Ir 1956 DuHamel considered the possibility of perturbing the smooth

geometry of the bi-fin antenna In order to produce a rapid diminution of

(-
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Figure 3. A balanced planar log-spiral antenna
The shaded portion represents one cell t
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current on the structure. He first considered planar structures which,

if extended to infinity, were self-complementary. This was in order to

assure a frequency independent input impedance. Figure 4 shows one such

structure which consists of a plurality of teeth and slots cut in a bi-fin

in such a manner that the widths of successive teeth and slots form a

geometric progression. This self-similar structure was called a log-

periodic antenna because its geometry repeats periodically with the

logarithm of the distance from the apex. The trui-ated structure exhibited

patterns and impedance which varied periodically with the logarithm of

frequency; and for a wide range of parameters the variation over a period

was negligible, yielding frequency independent operation. The teeth and

slots accomplished the necessary reduction of end effect. The radiation

pattern of the planar -LP is characterized by a bi-directiusial beam centered-

on the 0 = 0 axis. The antenna is horizontally polarized when oriented

as shown in Figure 4, Thus the polarization of the planar LP is

orthogonal to the polarization of the smooth bi-fin.

An attempt at providing a uni-directional pattern led -to the nonm

10
1, planar LP..tructures which Isbell investigated. The antenna shown in

Figure 5 exhibits a horizontally polarized uni-directional beam off the

tip end. Again, a lack of end effect is observed and the patterns are

frequency Independent over a range of the design parameters. In the

LPD antenna of Isbell". shown in Figure e. dipole elements replace th~e

teeth of the non-planar LP and a constant impedance two-wire feeder

replaces the central bi-fin section. One observes the frequency independent

behavior of the LPD antenna over large ranges of the design parameters.
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Figure 5. A non-planar log-periodic antenna
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Table 1 summarizes the preceding discussion by a classification of self-

similar structures. There are some finite structures that exhibit only

log-periodic electrical characteristics and others that have log-periodic

geometry but neither frequency independent nor log-perlodic performance,

:* Experience has shown that the latter category contains many members.

- The log-periodic dipole antennu was selected for analysis because it

is made of conventional linear dipole elements, a fact which allows one

to replace the tubular conductors with filamentary currents. In this work

electromagnetic field theory is used to calculate the self and mutual

I.. impedances of the several dipole elements from an assumption of a sinusoidal

- form of current on each element. Circuit -techniques are used-to find the

voltage and current at the terminals of each dipole element and the

I antenna input impedance. Once the element current is known, field

techniques are again used to calculate the radiation pattern.

The organization of this work is as follows: The preceding section was

an introduction to the idea of frequency independent antennas. In Section

2 the mathematical model of the LPD antenna is formulated using the self

and mutual impedances of the several dipole elements. The expressions

for input impedance, and voltage and current at th-e base of each element

are determined. The equaions for the radiated field and the phase center

are also set up. In Section 3 the computed anC measured results are

displayed and analyzed. Criteria for "optimum" LPD antennas are established.

Section 4 presents design information, combining the computed and measured

results in simplo formulas and nomographs. Section 5 summarizes the work.

Appended is a section which considers the computation-of the equations of

Part 2, and a section devoted to the measurement techniques used in this

research.
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

2.1 ICscription of the Log-Periodic -Dipole Antenna

The log-periodic dipole antenna, shown pictorially in Figure 7 and

described by Figure 8, consists of a plurality of parallel, linear dipoles

arranged side by side in a plane. The lengths of successive dipole elements

form a geometric progression with the common ratio T < I. T is called the

scawle factor. A line through the ends of the dipole elements on one side of

-the antenna subtends an angle a with the center lire of the antenna at the

virtual apex-0. The spacing factor T is defined as the ratio of the distance

between two adjacent elements to twice the length of the larger element, and

is a constant for a given antenna, The geometry of the antenna relates O to

T and a.

a (I - T)cot a (3)

4

The largest element is called element number i. The half length of

element n is denoted by h Therefore,

h =h Tnl (4)

The distance d from element n to element n + 1 is given by
n

dn = dIl- (5)

Ifa nis the radius of element number n, the a n s are given by

a= a
-n 1 U

The ratio of element height to radius is the same for all elements in a

given antenna and will be denoted by h/a,

The elements are energized from a balanced, constant impedance feeder,
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DIRECTION OF BEAM

41 I _ I i ,( % .Yii lii

ndn

Xn n  r h n xt/2

Xn -i !dn

METHOD OF FEEDING,

Figure 8. A schematic of the log-periodic dipole antenna, 'including
symbols used in its description



adjacent elements being connected to the feeder in an alternating fashion.

Due to the alternating mariner in whicn the elements are connected to the

feeder, one cell of tne LPD antenna consists of two adjacent dipoles and 'I
two sections of feeder. Thus T as defined above is the square root of the

cell scaling factoro Ideally, the feeder should be conical or stepped, .1
to preserve the exact scaling f-om-onA l1 t the-nexNt. -Rowever, it has

been found in practice that two parallel cylinders can satisfactorily

replace the cones as long as the cstlnder radius remains small compared

to the shortest wavelength of operation. The element feeder configuration

is shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the elements do not lie precisely ii
-ina plane; the departure therefrom is equal to the feeder spacing, which I
is always small.

The antenna may be energized from a balanced twin line connected at

the junction of the feeder and the smallest element. Alternatively, a

coaxial line may be inserted through the back of one of the hollow feeder

conductors. The shield of the coax is connected to its half- of the feeder

at the front of the antenna, the central conductor of the coax is coanected

to the other side of the feeder as shown in Figure 9 -In the latter method

the antenna becomes its own balun because the currents on the feeder at the

large'end of the antenna are negligible, as will be demonstrated later.

Due to the diminution of current at the large end, the impedance Z T which I
terminates the feeder at that point is immaterial. For definiteness,

in most models ZT will be taken equal to the characteristic Impedance Z 0

of the feeder. The'propagation constant of the feeder alone is-B and

may be different from the free space propagation constant B-if dielectric

is used.
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FEED

Figure 9. Connection of elements to the balanced feeder and

feed point details
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When the antenna is operated at a wavelength within the design limits,

that is approximately

4
hN < < 4h (7)

where N is the total number of elements, a linearly polarized undirectional 4
beam is observed in the direction of the smaller elements. It is found that

for any frequency within the design band there are several -elements of

nearly half-wavelength dimensions. The current in these elements is

large compared to the current on the remainder of tie elements; these I
elements contribute most of the radiation, and form the so-called "active

region". As the frequency is decreased from fn to Tf the active region

shifts from one group of elements to the next. In most cases the variation

in performance over a log-period is negligible and frequency independent

operation results. Since the LPD antenna is a truncated section of the .1
infinite structure, the performance of the antenna approaches that of the

infinite structure only to the extent that a properly constituted Active

regioi exists on the antenna. The active region becomes deformed as it

begins to include,the- smallest or largest element on the antenna. When

-this happens, the upper or lower frequency limit is reached. and it is this

phenomenon which detarmines the useful bandwidth of the antenna. I
2.2 Separation of the Problem into Two Parts

The problem may be divided into two parts for the purpose of simplifying j
the analysis. Finding the voltnoes and currents -along -the -foder constitutt:3

the interior part of the problem, and finding the field of the dipole

elements constitutes the exterior part of the problem.
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Since the feeder has transverse dimensions which are small compared

to wavelength, its principal function is to guide and distribute the energy

to the radiating elements. There is negligible inductive and capacitive

coupling from the feeder to the shunting rlonwents because the fields due

to the currents and charges on the feeder are very small at the location

of each dipole element.

In the exterior problem, the magnitude and phase of the far field

radiation produced by the currents on the elivvints are of primary interest.

The E- and H-plane beamwidths, directivity, front to back ratio, and side

lobe level can be determined from the radiation pattern. The phase center

L can be determined from the phase of the far field.

2.2.1 The Interior Problem

Insofar as the interior problem is concerned, the connection of the

dipole elements to the feeder Is equivalent to the parallel connection of

two N terminal-pair circuits. One circuit consists of the feeder with

alternating, properly spaced taps which represent the terminals to which

he elements are eventually attached. The feeder circuit is shown schematically

in Figure lOb, and includes the arbitrary terminating impedance Z . The

other circuit) shown schematically in Figure lOa, Tepresents the behavior

of the dipoleelements as viewed from their input terminals.

Let Y be the admittance matrix of the feeder circuit. Then

F

LF = -V (8)

where I and V Fare column matrices which represer'. the 11 driving currents and
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Figure 1 . Schematic circuits for the LPD interior problem
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response voltages of the feeder circuit. Let YA be the admittance matrix

of the element circuit. Then

I A AA(9)

where I and are coluvmi itwtrices which represent the driving currents

T and resp6ose voltages of the eleman circuit. If the corresponding terminals

of the feeder and element circuits are €oncted in parallel, a new circuit

is obtained as shown in Figure lOc. The new resnonse voltage matrix is

equal to either A or V F since they are equivalent. The new driving

current matrix is now the sum of I and TF due to cosi.ervation of current

at a node. If Equations (8) and (9) are added,

I = A + I F = YYAVA + YFVF . (10)

F is set equal to and factored,

I=(A+ Y )VA(1

TA) the base current at the dipole element terminals, is of primary interest.

Therefore

f (A + F )AA (12)

where Z - Y Multiplying Z- iside the paeenthesis results in
A A A

Y (V + YFZA) A (13)

where U is the unit matrix.
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The elements of I represent the input currents at the terminals of the

new circuit of Figure 10c In the actual LP antenna all I ns are zeroni
except iNJ the current at the feed point, which is the driving current of

-the antenna. The driving current may be set equal to one ampere. Therefore,

0
0
o 1
0

1= "(14)

• IL

1

Equation a3) must be solved for TA. This can be done by inverting the A
matrix T,

F U FA' (15)

and multiplying 

1 -1

TA =fT I (16)

or by solving directly the set of simultaneous Equations (13). The latter I

method is preferable in terms of computarx6n time and accuracy due to the

special form of 1.

Once I is determined V can be found by multiplying
A A

V -ZI(17)
VA = AIA

Note that 7F (ffVA) is not the voltage between the two feeder members at

I
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each element, but differs therefrom by a phase change of 180 at every

other element. The Nth element of V A is the voltage across the smallest

dipole; it is also the input impedance of the entire antenna since one-

ampere of driving current was assumed.

The Interior problem has beei £ozmulaLted and its solution -indicated.

It remains to determine explicity the feeder admittance matrix and the

element imr,%dance matrix.

2.2.1.1 The Feeder Adimittance Matrix

The admittance matrix for one section of transmission line of length d,

propagation constant 80, and characteristic admittance Y is

00

J Y cot B d + Y csc 8 d
0 0 0 0

= (18)

+ J Y csc B d - J Y cot 8ed

Connecting N-i of these sections according to the scheme shown in Figure 10

results in the following matrix.

(YT-JY cot Bod') -JY csc Bed 0 0

-JY csc Bod -JYo(cot-od1  JYo csc 0od ... 0
0 0o1 00 0 o2

+ cot Bod2)

0 -JYo csc Bed -J0(cot Bed 2  ... 0

+ cot Bed 3)

oN-

0 0 0 ""-JYo cot 3d

(19)
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YTP the terminating admittance, has been added in y11 " All tb, eldednnts off

the diagonal by two or more are zero because yi is the current in terminal

i due to a unit voltage at j, all terminal pairs other than j being shorted.

The short circuit restricts current flow to sections of line adjacent to

the terminals to which the voltage is applied; hence no voltage is induced

in the remaining sections. -

2.2.1.2 The Element Impedance Matrix

The seif anu mutual impedances oA tn dipole elements are calculated-

12
using the method of &nduced-emf . The following approximations are made

in this method: j

1. A symmetric sinusoidal current distribution is assumed over the 1
length of each dipole. This assumption is valid as long as the dipole is

reasonably less than a full wavelength long, the accuracy being greatest -

for halt-wave and shorter dipoles. Accuracy can be ensured by not using

frequencies at which any of the dipole elements are exactlyafUU wavelength long.

:2. In the calculation of mutual ibpedances the elements are assumed i

to be infinitesimally thin. This means that the current at a cross-section

of the actual dipole has been replaced by an average urrent concentrated

at the center of the cross-section.

3. The mutual -term involves only the two dipole eie.,ents considered;

i.e., the effects of intervening elements are neglected. This assumption

is actually implicit in 2 above. In the limiting case of zero element

thickness, the current in the first dipole induces a voltage across the

terminals of the second, but no current along it since the inductance per

unit length of an infinitesimally thin dipole is infinite. Since there is

no induced current, there is no reaction on any other dipole, and tU.erefore

I-!
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no secondary action on the second dipole.

4. The self impedances are calculated from the same formula as the

mutuals. The thickness of the dipole is important in the determination of

the self reactance. This is taken into account by approximating the self-

impedance of a dipole of radius a by the mutual impedance of two identical,

infinitesimally thin dipoles spaced a distance Ra apart.

The problem on hand is illustrated int Figure 11, where h and h2 are

the half-lengths of dipoles 1 and 2, d is their separation, 'z is the

voordinate of a typical element dz, ana r0 , rl, auid r2 are distancesifrom

fixed points on one dipole to a typical element on the other. The iutual

impedance between the two antennas of Figure 11 is defined by

- V21

z2 1 = (20)

where V21 is the open circuit voltage at :he terminals of -antenna 2 due to

a base current 11(0) at antenna 1. The induced emf at the open terminals

of antenna 2 may be found by the application of the reciprocity theorem.

emf-1h;2

.mf V2 1 1 2 ( _h EZ 1 12 (z)dz (21)

2-h2

where EzI is the z component of electric field intensity at the location of

antenna 2 due to the current rn antenh 1, specified by I(0), when 2 is

removed, The current distribution on antenna 2 is assumed to be sinusoidal

f and is given by

I( 1 ma) sin B(h2 -IzI) -(22)
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Figure 11. Geometry and notation-twd in the calculation of mutual impedances

Ii
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The expression for the parallel component of electric field due to a

sinusoidal current distribution in antenna-1 is given by

e-JBr -jBr 2j cos Bh e- 0
R zl - 30 11 max er r + - r 1 (23)

Inserting (22) and (23) into (21).gives the mutual impedance referred

to the base of the artenna.

I I -h 2 Air - J -j'e212 =2 -30 1l1uax 2 max si IZIh .1 e12 021 = 0 ) 12(0) in B(h-- .2

2 r B r a ]( 2 4 ) .

2j cos Bh1 Jr0

From Figure 11,

0

l d + (h1 -z) (25)

r ? h
2 

1

Under the assumption of sinusoidal currents the maximum currents are

related to the base currents by

I(0) =1 sin Bh I

v 1 1lmax1

(26)

2(0) = Imax sin 8h2

Therefore (24) can be rewritten as



I

30
2 ~-j-Brl

S-30 csc Bh 1 csc Bh 2  sin B(h-- j 1 je'jBr 2

2 (27) I

2J cos Sh IejBro- I+dI d°

Integration o" (27) yields an expression for the mutual impedance in J
terms of cosine integral and sine integral functions.* V

60 f Jvl -JW'l

e12 - s cow [
) - K (u 2 ) ] + e (K(v )-K(v )-K(v

12 1o w CO w Ku 0 )Ku-Ku) 1 2 1 -~ 2 ,j-

2]
JW2 jw

+ e [K(u)-K(u )-K(v2)] + e [K(vl)-K(v )- (28)

+ 2X(w0)(Cos w 1 4- cos w 2]}*

The * denotes the complex conjugate of the expression in the braces.

• Here I
K(x) = Ci (x) + J Si (x), (29)

where Ci (x) and Si (x) are the cosine integral and sine integral functions

of the real arfument- x; for definitions, see Appendix A. Also

u 0 f Pd + h +h 2 (h 14 2

v= + (h1 + h2) + (h1 + h2)]

Vd 2 (- (- h)]
U 0 , 1 2 )
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v 0 [ + (h 1 h2) + (h 1 h2 )o2
7 U 1 =B dr hi - hE2

T"Vl VdY[ + hl + h I

E U2  B( y/ 
7 2h](30)

2' B d + h 2 + h Jo 2

1! w B(h 1 + h2

w = S(h1 - h2)

w = Od
0

where B is the free space propagation constant, d is the separation of the

two dipoles, and h and h are the half-lengths of dipoles one and two,
1' 2

-respectively.

The self impedance of a dipole antenna can be calculated- in a manner

similar to that employed in the calculation of mutual impedance. The

V self reactance of an antenna depends on the -induction and electrosttic

fields close to the antenna, which in turn depend on the details of the

antenna geometry. Figure 12 is pertinent to this discussion. The current

which is uniformly distributed around thE circumference of the cylinder

I is assumed to be concentrated at the center. Then the "avekage" distance

S from a point on the cylinder P to a point on a typical ring Q is some-

what greater than the distance S1 from P to the center of the ring 013

J i _ 11- . - _L . . . .-. .. . . . . . . . .
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Figure 12. Geometry and notation used in the calculation of self imednces
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"- S' fa1 + z'

(31)

T"S = ~ (- Cos . + z

Factor the expression for S.

S2a 2

S2 + 2 cos9 (32)

For thin antennas 2a(2a2 + z2)is small for z > a and may be neglected if

. z >> a. When z za, the current and the field whilch it produces are in

f phase. Since the reactance depends-on the out of phase components, the

contribution to the self reactance is small. Hence the approximate-expression

for S is given by

S _- y~1 + (33)

for all z. If re rl, and r2 of Equation 25 are replaced by

2 2

S1 = V2a2 + (h -z) 2  (34)

and

S2 =

respectively, it will be found that the final expression for the self

impedance of a thin dipole antenna is then given by Equation -)with h1

and h set equal to the half length of the dipole and d',replaced by P a.
-2

2.2,2 The Exterior Problem

Once the element base currents I A are knowa from the solution of the

interior problem, the far field components can be calculated. The coordinate
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system of Figure 13 is used in this section. The antenna- -is oriented

with thedipole elements parallel to the z direction, and the -tip of the

antenna points in the positive x direction. "he z component of vector

potential due only to currents on the dipole elements is first determined.

The far-field spherical components are then found by a simple transformation.

The vector potential A at a distant point P(r, 0, due t6 a current ]

distribution of density J (x, y, z)- is given by

i //-JO[r - r (r . r#)

W Cx, Y, z -') r dx dy'dz'. (35) ]

-Here the integration is performed throughout -the volume density of the,

source 5 (denoted by the primed-coordinntes). r and o' a-

from the origin to the observation point P and to the point of integration j
A A

respectively, while r and- r are the corresponding unit vectors. For the

nth dipole oriented-as in Figure 13,

n z i (z) 6 (x - x) 6 (Y), (36)

*where i (z) is the filamentary current distribution along dipole number
n

n, 6 is the Dirac delta function, and z is the unit vector in the z direction.

Substituting (36) into (35) and using I
r r(.r), r + I x sin cos O-z coso, (37)

one finds

A= fz (e ,, (38) j
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where e J

= i--- (39)

and h

fN n ixesin cos (P z CosfZ. n{' 
=

l n-- (n40)

-h (4)
n I

The principal far field components E0 (0 E 0 F'd ,) are

related to f by ii

E0 ( , =H 0 
(  

JS G0 f o ; (E (41)

and

E% (,.=0, ( ) =P (0) = jielG sin O f (e, 0' Jr) (42)
0 z

Here PH and.,P1R denote the principal H-plane and E-plane patterns, respectively.

In the -plane pattern P takes on the values-0 or ir depending on whether

the-x coordinate of the point of observation is positive or negative. The

magnitude of the far field components are then given by

-h

jPE(O~~9')N +snise x sn0Cos n ~ /e~

n n1

and

]PIC0,01 sin 0 e n W e l
Jh n 44) [

The distribution of current in(Z) is assumed to-be sinusoidal and .1s
n

related to the element base current IAn by [j

i() iAn sin B(h - f zI) [I
n (sin Bhn

§ - .--. '--s,- - -- - In
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Performing the integration and simplifying yields

N~ iA(l -cos Bh )+is x Coxn

8
H(O eE A inS n , (46)

and

I
9 I N iA[cOs (cos Bh coo e) - con Sh1

~(47)

[ JB x sin O cos (P

Thus thI relative magnitude of the far field can he calculated given the

element base currents.

L The relative phase in the principal planes of the far field is given

by the phase of the complex field components PH exp (-JBr) and PI exp (-JBr).

The phase which is a function of the polar angles, is used to determine

[ the phase center of a log-periodic dipole antenna, as explained in Section

3.5.2.2.

I. 2.3 Use of the Digital Computer in Solving the-Mathematical Model

Because of the large amount of routine computations involved in extracting

numerical results from the foregoing analytical expressions, the use of

a digital computer became a necessity. By programming the computer to

solve the whole problem, starting from the physical dimensions of the

Iantenna the mathematical model was given at least as much flexibility

for experimentation as the corresponding laboratory model. In this way

-the computer became the electrical analog of the laboratory technician.
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To the computer the -nertinent design parameters were specified, along

with the testing frequencies. The antenna was then modeled and tested

by the computer, and the results were displayed. These results are the A
.principal fkr field radiation patterns, the far field phase, the voltage 1
and current at the terminals of each dipole element, and- the input impedance.

To this end the above formulas were programed in complex number I
arithmetic for use of the ILLIAC, a high speed digital computer operated

by the University of Illinois Graduate College. BecL.se of the large amount 1
ol intermediate results which must be stored in the fast access electrostatic

memory (capacity 1024 forty bit words), the program was split into six

different parts, each stored on the slow access magnetic drum (capacity I
16,384 forty bit words). They are:

1. Input: The descriptive parameters of the antenna are read into ILLIAC. 3

2. Computation of ZA

3. Computation of Y

4. Matrix multiplications of Y Z and solution of I T I

5. Output I multiply Z I = V and output V.

6. Pattern calculation and scope display of patterns. I
A control-program calls each. section into play as needed. I

The input and basic output of the computer is by perforated paper tape

which is translated by a teletypewriter. The patterns are calculated

point by point -and are plotted by the ILLIAC )n a scope- to which is attached

an automatic 35 mm camera which is controlled by the computer. The camera I
takes a picture of the completed pattern, then advances the film into

position fQr a new exposure. Some of the computational problems are considered

In Appendix-A, however, the details of the programing are not of general

interest and are omitted.

_____
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

7n this section the results of the computer solution of 104 different IPD

models are presented and analyzed. In any analysis which is made amenable

by the use of approximating techniques, Justification must be Fiven for each

approximation, and appeal is usually made to experimental methods. Therefore

this section compares the computed results with measurements of several labora-

tory models. The presentation of this section is divided into five 9arts,

I each part being concerned with one of the aspects-of the operation of a log-

y periodic frequency independent antenna. They are:

1. The transmission region

L 2. The active -region

3. The unexcited region

4. The input impedance

jj 5. The far field radiation

It will be shown how each of these properties relate to the general ideas

[! about frequency independent antennas as outlined in Section 1, and how each

is controlled by the several LPD antenna parameters.

3.1 The Transmission Region

Ii The transmission region consists of all dipole elements which are reasonaily

less than a half-wavelength long at a given-frequency, and the portion of feeder

to which these elements are attached. It is not necessary to define precisely

the extent of the transmission region since it is tiot the size of the rogton

1: but the effects it produces which are of primary interest.

The mechanism of the transfer of energy from the feed point to the radiated

wave leads one to consider two fields along the axis of the structure. Ond

Ii field originates at the feed point and propagates along the feeder in the
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direction of the larger elements. It is called the transmission field and

will be digcussed in this section. The other field originates in the vicinity

of the halT-wavelength dipole and propagates in the direction of smaller

elements, manifesting itself in the radiated field. It will 'e discussed

in Section 3.-, Electric field lines of the transmission field and of the II
ridiated field are sketched in Figure 14. The fact that thes two fields are

perpendicular along the axis of a structure with this pirticular feeder-element

"1
configuration allows one to neasure the tranumissio- field along the axis

by the use of a properly oriented probe antenna.

As energy is launched-from-the feed point onto the small element end I
of th4 antenna, a TIM type wave is set up, supported by-the feeder and theII
small elements which load the feeder. This transmission line mode 'isevidefced

by the electric field between the feeder conductors. The matrix VF gives the

voltage across the base of each dipole element. By convention this voltage

is considered positive at the upper termindl of each element in Figure 9.

The transmission line voltage is positive,at the feeder conductor to the I
right in Figure 9. Due to the alternating manner in which the elements are

connected to the feeder, the phase of the base voltage must be changed by

T80° at every other element to find the correct phase of the transmission

line voltage.

3.1.1, Computed and Measured Results j
A graph of the computed and measured t'ansmission line voltage is shown

in Figure 15. The data was recorded at frequency f3 as a function of wave- -

lengths from the apex. (f3 is the frequency for which element tiiree is a

half-wavelength long.) The calculated voltage at the locaOun of each element

is also plotted. This 13 element antenna has ,the followine parameters:
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0.95, 07 0.064 a 12.50 h/a 177 and = 100 ohms. The voltage

is essetially constant from the feed point at x/X = 0.675 to the beginning

Iof the active region at x/% = 1.00. This indicates that the transmission

wave propagates with little reflection or attenuation. Since the small elements

are closely spaced and fed out of phase, their contribution to the radiated

Ifield is negligible, and they act as small shunt capacitors. For x/X > 1.00,

the feeder voltage decreases rapidly, due to the coupling of energy into the

elements of nearly half wavelength dimensions in 'he active regioni rFigures

16, 17, 18 and 19 are for frequencies f 1/ f -and f respectively,
3 1/4' 3 1/2' 3 3/4~ 4 epciey

on the same;model. The shape of these curves is the same, since the distance

from the apex is normalized with respect to wavelength. The feeder on.this

model was terminated in a short circui, at a constant distance hl/2 from fhe

lar5est element. That the shape-of the curves did not change-with frequency,

'even though a frequenCy sensitive termination was used, shows the lack of end

-effect on this antenna. Ind effects will be discussed in Section 3.3.

IThe phase of the feeder voltage is plotted in Figures 15, 16, 17, 18 and

19. The phase is essentially linear up to x/X = 1.00. This also suggests

that the transmission wave propagates away from the feed point with negligible

reflection. The computed input standing wave ratio for this antenna was 1.15:1

with -respect to 65 ohms and -the measured value was L17. The low VSWR is also

indicative of a small reflected wave. For the case of low VSWR, the slope

of the curve of phase versus distance is: inversely.proportional to the

relative velocity of propagation of the transmission wave, V- . is the

phase velocity of the transmission wave and c is the velocity of light in

free space. For this antenna -= 0.63.

Iii
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In Section 3.1.2 an approximate formula for the constants of an equivalent

Iline in the transmission region is derived. The graph of Figure 20, based

on the approximate formula, -shows that the transmission wave phase velocity

depends primarily on the relative spacing a. For small spacing the loading

effect of the elements is appreciable; relative phase velocities less than

0.Cc have been observed. Since vt is less than c, the wavelength of the

transmission wave Xt is less than the free space value. Xt rather than
-. t t

must bemused if one is to- compute the electrical leng'h of any part of

the tiansmission region.

Near field measurements made on a second model are shown in Figure 21.

V or this 8 element antenna T = 0.888, (7 = 0.089, a = 17.5°, h/a = 125, and

Z 0 =100 ohms. The graphs of the magnitude and-phase are generally the

same as for the previous model. However the linear portion of the-phase I
curve.is smallor, because less elements were used. A phase velocity of

0.75c'is given by the slope of the left-most linear portion of the curve.

The measued values of phase velocity are plotted on the graph of Figure 20.

The slow wave in the transmission field was observed in every computed

model. The range of parameters of the computed models was 0.7-_ T < 0.98 and

G.03 .z0-o. 23.

Measurements on a different type of LP antenna have boen made by Bell, ti
Elf ving, and Franks 4at Sylvania Electronic Dafense Laboratories. Their I
results also demonstrate the slow wave nature of the transmission field.

€H

Several computations were made to determine the effect of changing

the phase velocity of the unloaded feeder, to simulate the use of a

dielectric]material in the feeder configuration. Figure 22 shows that the 1

relative-velocity of the traitimission wave decreases as the relative

o I
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velocity along th, unloaded feeder decreases. The range of feeder velocity

qhown corresponds to a relative dielectric constant 1 < E < 2.78. The
r

LPD performs satisfactorily under these conditions; the only noticable

change in the computed modelswmsnincrease in the input impedance and a

shift of the active region towards, -the shorter elements. Theas effects

are the same as those resulting from an increase in the characteristic

impedance of the feeder. (See Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.1.2). The

4eatibility of using a dielectric in the antenna -tructure was shown in

a model that was constructed from double copper-clad Rexolit.a using printed

dircuit techniques. It exhibited uniform directivity over the design band.

This antenna is discussed in Section 5.2.

A discussion of the effects of changing the characteristic -impedance

Of the feeder and the h/a ratio will be taken up in Section 3.4, because

tihese factors can be 4ed- to control the input impedance.

3.1.2 An Approximate Formula for the Constants of an Equivalent Line

in the Transmission Region.

The transmission region displays some of the characteristics of a

uniform transmission line. The small., non-radiating elements load the

feeder to produce the slow wave. Furthermore, this loading appears to be

uniform because the magnitude of the voltage is constant and the phase

is linear throughout te transmission,,ragion. This uniform loading is

due to the shunting capacitance-of each element. To the first approximation,

tke;-capacitande of a small dipole is proportional to its length, and on

an LPD, the spacing d at element j is also proportional to the length

of element J, thus, the added capacitance per unit length is constant.

Consider the approximate formula for the input impedance of'a small dipole
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antenna of half-length h,
Z JZ a cot Sh, (48),

J where 8 is the free space propagation constant. Za is called the average

characteristic impedance of a dipole antenna,

Z = 120 (ln h/a - 2.25) (49)

T-
r 1 1 Tls a-- modiiication of a rormuia in Jordan w ch was derived by Siegel

and Labus
16 . 

The original formula for Za contains a term which depends

on the--height of the dipole relative to wavelength;, the factor 2.25 in

Zquation(49 represents an average height. Replacing the cotangent function

in Equation(48).hy its small argument approximation, the capacitance of the

I nth dipole is given by
h

ncZ

a

where c is the velocity of- light in vacuum. Using the mean spacing at dipole n

~d

dmean " n 1

the capacitance per unit length is given by

Cn hn F

length cd Z a

But h n/dn is related to the spacing factor (I by

n n d

a n (53)
p4,h
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hence

(54),
a

The characteristic impedance of the unloaded feeder is given by

Zo = FE0C 
(3

and the characteristic impedance of the equivalent line is given by

L L
R 0,OA (56)o o +AC

Using /L oCo= 1/c and substituting, one finds
I0

R = Zo vr (57)

where

1 + F (58)

Similarly, the propagation cpnstant for the equivalent line is given by

t 8 T (59)

The relative phaseivelocity of the transmission wave iD given by

~ ~ (60)v tS 1

The' graph of Figure 20 was plotted according to Equation 60. In Section 3.4,

Equation (7)is used to approximate the input impedance of the LPD.

In sumary, all the available data suggests that the region which-contains

electrically small elements acts as a unifo,'' transmission line which is
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matched to the active region. This is why the front end of an IPD can -be

T truncated without adve r s e effects on the frequency independent character-

istics.

3.2 The Active Region

The active region .n-the LPD antenna consists of several dipole elements

whose lengths border on a half-wavelength at a given friquency, and the

4-portion of feeder to which these elements are attached. It is this part of

tbe antenna which determines the characteristics of the radiated field. This

section presents calculated and measured results whoch show how the power

Iin-the feeder wave is divided among the radiating elements. A useful concept,

the bandwidth of the active region, is formulated and its functional dependence

on the several LPD parameters is given.

3.2.1 Element Base Current in the Active-Region

The dipole elements in the active region transfer the power from

I the transmission wave to the radiated field. Figure 23 shows the base

impedances of the dipole elements in n 8-element LPD operating at f4 "

Base impedance here means the ratio of voltage to cirrent at the base

of each element, when the antenna is fed i'n the usual manner. The base

impedancea of elements 4 and 5 are predominately real, so conditions are

favorable for the coupling of energy from the feeder onto the radiating

elements in the active region. The small elements 6, 7, and 8 are capacitive

Land therefore loosely coupled to the feeder. The large elexe~nts 1, 2, and 3

are inductive and also Ioosell -y- oupled. The base impedance of all computed

models in -the range 0.8 <'T < 0.98 and 0.03 < U < 0.23 behaved in a

V similir manner. For T < 0.8, th6 base impedance of only one antenna

element was predominately real at any given frequency; for these models the

U. performance was not frequency independent.

2 ... . :2 ..
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Figure 24 is a graph of the relative amplitude of element base current

as a function ofWx/., Which is the normilized distance from the apex of the

antenna. The location of each element is indicated in the figure. The

lines which connect the values oZ current at the discrete location of each

j element are for clarity of presentation only. A loop-probe technique was

used to measure the base current, as explained in Appendix B. The element

base currents in the active region rise to a peak in the element which is

sovewhat shorter than a half-wavelength. As frequency is-chanCed, the shape

of this curve remains unchanged as shown Pn Figures J5, 26, 27 and 28. Thai.

f is, the active -region moves along the antenna as frequency is changed, but its

distance in wavelengths from the apex remains constant. Figure 29 shows the

computed magnitude of the base currents in the active region of an eight

element antenna at frequencies related by T. These curves are identical

except for f and f At these frequencies the active region becomes

deformed as it begins to include the largest or smallest element on the

antenna. When this happens, the lower or upper frequency limit is reached

1. The phase of the current from element to element in the active region

is also plotted in Figures 24 through 28. This is the phase which has to be

considered, when computing the radiation pattern. Since -the phase can be determined

only within a multiple of 2 , many phase -velocities are compatible with a

given phase progression. In Figures 24,through 28, the slope of the phase

curve in the active region was chosen to yield the largest phase velocity

compatible with the given phase progression. This phase velocity is approxibately,

equivalent to that of the first backward space harmonic of a periodic structure

made up of cells identical to the central cell of the active region. Mayes)

17
Deschamps and Patton have explained the operation of unidirectional

If
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frequency independent antennas in terms of backward wave radiation.

The computed phase velocity of the first backward space harmonic as

a function of a is shown in Figure 30 for several values of T. These

curves represent average values taken over several frequencies. As the

spkcing increases, the phase velocity increases. For low values of T

thk relative phase velocity increases rapidly with increasing a, indicating

the possibility of radiation broadside to the antenna. Several models

have exhibited broadside radiation patterns; these ar discussed in Section 3.5.

! The mutual impedance of the elements in the active region plays a

fundamental role in determining the amplitude and phase of the element

currents. To, find if any of the mutual terms in the element impedance

matrix could be neglected, several tests were -made in which the range of

the mutual coupling was changed. If z is the mutual impedance between
ij

elpment i and element j, the range is given by the number Ii-J[. Thus

raige 0 means all mutual terms are zero, range 1 means all mutual terms

excepting ihose for adjacent elements are zero, etc, Limiting the mutual

effect to range 2 causes distortion of the computed patterns. The average

input impedance level remains about the same, but the input standing wave

ratio increases from its actual value for full range coupling. This means

that one must take into accouit interaction at range 3 or greater to

determine the relative excitation of each element.

3.2.2 Width and Location of the Active Region

For a given antenna, the usable bandwidth for frequency independent

operation depends on the relative distance the active region can move before

it becomes distorted by the smallest or largest element. Thus the width of

r(
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the active region, if proverly defined, can be used to measure the band-

width capbility of a given antenna. Furthermore, the knowledge of the

width of the active region is prerequisite to the design of an antenna

to cover a given bandwidth. The lower cut-off frequency of a given antenna

is determined by the length of the longest element. Conversely, if the

loser cut-off frequency is given, the relative length of the longest required

element in the active region must be known to fix the length of the

longest element on the antenna.

If the active region was very narrow, the operating -bandwidth of the

antenna would be given substantially by the ratio of the length of the

largest to smallest element. This ratio will be called the structure

bandwidth, B .

1 TI- (61)Bs =r-=
N

Since the active region has some width, it is apparent that the operating

bandwidth B is always less than B by a factor which can be called the
5

bandwidth of the active region, B Thus
ar

B = Bs/Bar. (62)

Placing numerical values on B and B is complicated by the fact that the~ar

width of the active region is not easily quantified. This is hicause the

observable characteristics of an LPD such as the pattern and input impedance

do not change abruptly from the values which characterize frequency independent

operation to, values'which are unquestionably outside the range of operation.

Actually, the characteristics change slowly, and only by applying a tolerance

to the pattern, or input impedance, can a figure be chosen which represents

the operating bandwidth of an LPD.
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It was impractical to hunt for the limits of operation of all the

j computed models; this would have involved testing each model at many closely

spaced frequencies. Instead, empirical values of the bandwidth and location

of the active region were determined in the following manner.

i Figure 31 is a sketch of a typical curve of base current versus distance

from the apex. As the high frequency limit is approached, the active region

moves toward the apex and the amplitude of the curr-nt in the shortest element

increases. When this current increases to within 10 db of the maximum, it

I is observed that the input VSWR begins to depart from its mid-band value.

This occurs sov-ewhat before a- significant change in the =pattern s observed.

Therefore x', the location of the -10 db point nearest the apex, can be taken

as a definition of the -high -f requeney edge of the mactie -'rc.

At the low frequency limit, distortion of the active region is accompanied

by an increase in the -H-plane beamwidth -and a change of impedance. The

~beamwidth was chosen as-a criterion because the low frequency patterns are

always smooth and single-lobed, ;acilit-ating unambiguous measurement. When

the current in the longest element increases to I1 , an amount sufficient

to increase the H-plane beamwidth by 10 percent, th6 low frequency limit is

said to be reached. The distance from the apex to the 1 0 point, X1o1 depends

on Z and h/a but is substantially independent of T and O. For the cases with

Z = 100 ohms and h/a = 177, XAo is equal to xk/2 , the distance to the half-

wave element, As the feeder impedance Z is increased or the ratio h/a is
V 0

decreased on a given model, the active region is found to move toward the

I +
apex in a manner where x is the distance to the -10 db point farthest from

the apex, such that x /x and x+/x, remain constant. As a consequence,

the location of the half-wavelength element with respect to the active region

1'~
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changes.

Knowing the high and low frequency edges of the active region, the band-

Twidth of the active region is given by
x

Br (63)

In many practical applications the requirements will be less stringp.nt aid the

I bandwidth of the active region can be decreased'accordingly. In a previous

T papir was taken as the low frequency edge. The old-defLition was,

subsequently found to result in B Is gruater than ,iecessary for values ofar

T -less than 0.875. A graph of Bar versus a for several values of T -

shown in Figure 32. The circles are computed values and the strgitht 7A1es

are- iased, o an eiprical formula fitted to the computed results,

L Bar = 1.1 + 30.7 a(I-T) (64)

The empirical formula agrees with the computed and measured results for all

but the lowest values of T, jo its use should be restricted to T > C'875.

For a fixed T, the bandwidth of the active region increases as a increases.

This is an important design consideration, because the size of an antenna

V to cover a given bated increases as B increases.
ar

The relationship between Io and xX/2 takes the form

x S(Z J. h/a) xX2(65)

Due to the geometry of the antenna, an identical relation exists between

the half-wavelength transverse dimension and the length of the largest

requirek e'emjnt in tkio active region.

10 S(Zo) h/a) (66)

K
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j Thus S represents a shortening factor, and it serves to locate the active

region.with respect to the half-wavelength transverse dimension. Figure 33

is a graph of the computed shortening factor as a function of Z for several

values of 1/a. S was found to be essentially independent of T and O in the

range 0,1 < T < 0.95, and 0.075,< a <,0.2-. In the computed models, low

Jvalues ol h/a which correspond to thick elements were not extensively
investigated; in these cases the approximations of the theory are not well

I satisfied. The curves have been extrapolated to 1 ,w values of h/a by the

inclusion of measured results. The S factor is significant; for high

values of feeder impedance the shortening can be equivalent to scaling the

antenna'by a factor T, resulting in the saving of one element at the large

end of the antenna. Work done by Isbell on models in which the radii

of the elements were held constant, so that h/a varied from 20 to 100,

showed that'the largest element was roughly 0.47X at the low frequency

cut-off, and this agrees with the trend observed in Figure 33. Another

19
researcher in the field agrees with the location of the active region,

but finds that the stated values of B are somewhat high if the front,1 ar

to-back ratio of the pattern is used as a criterion- At any rate, the above

Fi results can be used as a guide in the design of LPD antennas for specific

applications.

L" 3.3 The Unexcited Region

The unexcited region consists of all dipr.Ae elements larger than a half-

'I wavelength at a given frequency, and the portion of feeder to which these

elements are attached. This section shows that an unexcited region exists

*on an LPD because of the efficient manner in which the power in the feeder

L, wave is radiated by the active region. In this case the operation of the LPD

antenna is unaffected by the truncation at the large end. The results of
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I several measurements of this property are presented.

Perhaps the most easily observed property of a successful log-periodic

I antenna is the insensitivity of the pattern and input impedance to the abrupt

discontinuity at the large end of the antenne between the structure and

free space. The absence of end effects can be verified by distorting the

Istructure at the large end of the antenna or by operating the antenna in

front of a conducting screen. In either case the characteristics of the antenna

performance should not change. This lack of end-eafect was observed by the

original researchers in .. field and was postulated as a necessary condition

for log-periodic performance. Furthermore, it was thought that a necessary

j-condition for lack of end effect was that the major portion-of the radiated

-field- should be in the direction of shorter elements, so that the longer

j elements are not illuminated,

-As shown in the preceding section, the magnitude of the element current

decreases rapidly in the unexcited region. This is because most of the

incident power in the transmission wave has been -radiated by the elements

of the active region. One might reason that the elements which are longer

than a half wavelength are not-efficiently coupled to the feeder, due to a

difference ii impedancc levels. This is true to an extent, but the fact remains

that on a successful LPD there is no-practical amount of power on the feeder

to excite the longer elements, even if they were efficiently coupled. In

fact, there do exist many regions where coupling is favorable; they are

in the neighborhood of elements whose lengths are odd multiples of a half-

wavelength. These regions will radiate if power is delivered to them by the

1. feeder. This-effect has been exploited by Professor Mayes and the author

in the design of high gain multi-mode LP antennas 
20.
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The %mount of end effect or excitation of L-elements depends on the
2T

radiating efficiency of the active region. Assuming the rest of the t

structure lossless, the radiating efficiency can be defined as

p. - P
q N T (67)
?IN

P INs ,the total input power and PT is the power dissipated in n matched resistor

at the large end of the antenna, i.e. ZT =,Zo . End efect depends on the amount

of power delivered to the termination, and-one Would expect PT to be negligible "

when the antenna is performing satisfactorily. Figure-34 is a graph of 1 versus

the length of the longest element -in wavelengths. Computed values for feeder

impedances of 100 and 300 ohms are plotted for an LPD with T = 0.888 and

0 = 0.089. The relative length of the longest element was varied by changiilg

the frequency; identical results would obtain by changing the antenna size. I

When the longest element is a half-wavelength, more than 80% of the incident

power has been dissipated by radiation from the active region. The antenna .1
is more efficient for Z 300 ohms than for Z = 100 ohms for fixed /

This is partially the result of the movement of the-active region toward the i

smaller elements as Z is increased, as was discussed in Section 3.2.2. The I

Xts -on- the graph correspond to values measured by Isbell on an LPD with

T= 0-89 and a = 0.0275, with Z = 104 ohms, The measured results agree with I
the computcO results for Z = 100-ohms in the neighborhood of I1/A = 0.5.

This is an indication that the- low frequency edge of the active region remains

-fixedas 0 is changed, J
The end effect or the possibility of exciting :-/2 elements on an LPD

-depends on T and the feeder impedance Z. Figure 35 shows the computed j

0d
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efficiency as a function of Z for T 0.92 and1/

and 1 1 A=0.71, and for T = 0.800 and 11/k = 0.97. The curves were doeermined

by averaging high, optimum, and low values of 0; the deviation ranges from

+ 3% for T 0.8 to+ 1% for T = 0.92. For the given values of A the

active region is ,well ahead of the longest element. Neyertheless for low

values of T and Z an apPreciable amount of power remains on the feeder behind
0

theiantenna. If the efficiency is less than 85 or 90 percent and the antenna

is terminated in a mis-match (e.g. a short circuit), sufficient power will

be reflected back into the active region to cause the antenna characteristics

to depend on frequency. If an LPD has an operating bandwidth greater than

3:,, at soue frequencies 3X/2 elemdnts will exist on the antenna. If the

efficiency of this model is low the 3X/2 elements will be energized, and

there will be two active regions of the anteiina. In severe cases pattern

lobingk will occur.

Provided the efficiency is gieater than 90%, a short circuit at a distance

h /2 behind the longest element is a satisfactory termination for sll m6dels

in th6 range 0.8 T < 0.98 and-0.03- <'0.23. The 90% efficiency--requirement

places a lower limit on the allowable values of T and Z . This is why it is
0

difficult to achieve, for example, a S0-ohm input impedance -if the required

feoder impedance is less than 75 ohms-and T is less than 0.888. The relation

between feeder impedance and input 'Impdance is discussed in Section 3.4.3.

The absence of end effect is an -important feature of frequency independent

gntennas. -t hac been found 4-thethe frequency dependent perfo-ianc0 of

H many unsuccessful log-periodfc structures can be attributed to end effects,

3.4 The Input Impedance

The input impedance of a log-periodic dipole antenna- is measured at the
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juncture of the feeder and the smallest dipole element. This sectio. considers

0 the input impedance level as being determined primarily by the characteristics

of the equivalent line in the transmission region. Dta are presented which

show how the input impedance depends on the -arious LPD parameters, and an

approximate formula is given which enables one to design an LPD with a

required input impedance. A wide practical range of impedance levels can

be obtained, and factors which ultimately limit this rangeare discusedi 

34.1 General Characteristics of LPD Input Impedaice-I

A plot of input impedance versus frequency for an, eight element LPD

with T = 0.888 ,andzU = 0.089 is shown on the Smith Chart of Figure 36. The

nuibers on-the chart are the J's in -

=f 1 T, 1  (68)

-whire f is the frequency for which element 1i s a--half-wavelength long.

Except for ff 1/ 2 , f 7 and f8 the points cluster around a mean-resistance

level R " To find Ro a circle is drawn with its center on the resistance

axis, enclosingthe cluster. The intersections of the circle with the resistance

axis determines the minimum and maximum swing of resistance. P Is then given

1 by
-byi 7 (69)

i 'R0 = JRma x R '-in' 89

The standiii- -ave ratio-with revpect to Re is given by

ntgure 36 the-mean resistance level is 72-ohms and the standingwave ratio,

-wih respect toh ms, is 1.25:1. The points for f and f1/2 fall outside I-

------------ ---/ _ __
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the cluster; this 
4
ndicates that the low frequency limit has been exceeded.

The points f7 and f8 also fall outside the cluster, indicating that the

high frequency limit has been exceeded. These effects are typical and char-

acterize all LP arlennas. To the extent that the SWR can be neglected the

points which make up the cluster define the frequency independent impedance

bndwidth of this antenna.

Ideally, the input impedance at the apex of an infinite log-periodic

structure should- be the same for all frequencies rel'ted by the scale factor

T. There is at least one reason why this does not generally hold for LP

antennas, even ,for frequencies within the design band. In any .:xactical LP,

the scaling from cell to cell must start at a small but finite element, because

'the device which, delivers energy to the antenna cannot be made arbitrarily

small. This means that there is always a portion of the strvcture missing

'.due to the front truncation. Ii Section 3.1 it was shown that the transmission

region acts as a uniform line. Since a fixed- length of this line is missing

i(the part from the apex to the smallest element), impedances are not trans- ,

formed to the apex, and a frequency dependent variation is imposed. The

departure from the ideal log-periodic variation is negligible only if the

removed piece of line is electrically small at the ijighest operating frequencies.

The electrical length of front-truncated line depends on the propagation constant

in -the transmission -egion and the distance x N from the apex to the shortest U
element. In some cases the front truncation can introduce an appreciable

effect. The~graph of Figure 36 is one such example. Here the equivalent

length of theb-iont truncativit-amounts to 0.75X t at the high frequency limit

(t is,the *avelength of the tiazismission wave). The input impedances at

frequencies relatedby integral powers of are not equal. An example of

- .-- .:- - - - - -- - - --
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- a case in which the front truncatioa can be neglected, at least for low

:. 3 frequencies, is shown in Figure 37. This antenna has T = 0.8 and 1 = 3C
0 ,

with 13 elements. Frequencies f3 through f4 are plotted, and the input isped-

5 ances are practically equal. In this case the front truncation amounted to

about 0.072 %t. This example also Illustrates the way the impedance varies

as frequency changes from f to Tf. This typical variation produces a standing

wave ratio at the input terminals which is a complicated function of the

LPD parameters.

1 3.4.2 Input Impedance as a Function of T and-a

The input SWR with respect to R of a precisely constructed LPD is usually

small no matter how severe the front truncation. This fact suggests that the

observed mean resistance level R0 is actually the characteristic impedance

of an equivalent line in the transmission region, and that the active legion

presents a good-match to this line. The approximate formula for the constants

of the equivalent line, derived In Section 3.1.2, can then be used to find

the functional variation of the input impedance of an LPD. Rewriting

Equation (57), yields

z
Ro  0 (71)

1 Za 4O

One finds that the mean resistance level is a function of all the LPD parameters.

Figure 38 is a graph of Equation(7]) for Z 0 100 and Z = 350 as a function of

O for two values of T, 0.8 and 0.97. This shows that the depenaence on T is

not very great. For a given Z and Z the value of R depends primarily ono a o

the spacingia. As a increases the added loading decreases, so R approaches

0

the Z of the unloaded feeder. Several computed values are plottod on the graph.
0
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The errcr between the approximate furmula and measured or computed results

is usually less than 10%.

An indication of the nature of the- error involved in assuming that the

capacitive loading of a small element is distributed-uniformly over a section

of the feeder can be found. Consider the loading to consist of small, 3
identical elements, uniformly spaced. -Assuming the capacitanco of a small

dipole to be proportional to its length a- in Section 311.2, the characteristic

impedance of this-equivalent line can-be fovund. It 13

ZRo _o (72)

0 T  

-P

+ ~ a-

7.91n i+ - a (P (Cos (- 1) "

a

21rd

Here 9'-is the electrical length in-radians of one section of line. 9 ="--,

where d -is the distance-between -neighboring elements. As 9Vgoes to zero

(72) reduces to (71). A graph of the error involved in using (71) rather

than (72) is ishown in Figure-39, where the percent error is plotted -as a

function-of 41X. The error is- small for -all values oT d/X found in -the

transmission region of an LPD.

The computed standing wave -ratio with respect to R- as a function of aA
0

for several vsaues of T is shown-in Figure 40. For these-models Z = 100 ohms 3
and h/a = 177. The SWR decreases as T increases, and for low values of T, a

minimum value of SWR-exists. For the two large laboratory models which were j

used for the -near field measurements, the values of SWR agreed with the

computed values. However, the SWR of pattern models was always greater than
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U the computed value; this is because tho details of the feed-point geometry

assume additional importance at higher frequencies.

3.4.3 Input Impedance as a Function of Z and h/sI 0

I For fixed T and O, the mean resistance level is determined by the chcracteristic

Impedance of the feeder, Zo . The graph of Figure 41 shows that R increases

as Z increases. The computed points are shown along with the measured values.

IIn addition) points calculated from the approximatc 
formula (71) are also

shown. In all cases the agreement is good, demonstrating the utility of

I the approximate formula.

Figure 42 shows how -R depends on Z as a- function of the mean- spacing
0 0

factor U' = iVT using the approximate formula (71). As 0 increases,

the slope of the curves approach unity, indicating that R approaches-Z

The element thickness as given by the ratio h/a can also be used to control

1the input impedance. Figure 43 s:iows the effect of changing h/a with fixed

Zo, for aeveral values of O . As h/a increases, the loading decreases and

R increases.
0

LIt can be seen from the preceding graphs that the input impedance of

I.PD antennas can be adjusted over a wide range. The upper limit is determined

Vby the problems involved in constructing feeder configurations. Even when

four wire balanced lines are used, characteristic impedances greater than

600 ohms are difficult to achieve. An added reactance due to the large gap

between the two halves of each dipole would possibly cause detrimental effects.

In the computed models there was no way of taking this into account; the computer

results show that antennas with Z = 500 ohms work just as well as antennas
0

with Z = 100 ohms. The lower limit of Z is determined by the radiatingI: ° °
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efficiency of the antenna. As previoualy shown in Secticn 3.3, in all models

I in which Z is less than 75 ohms an appreciable amount of power remains on

the feeder at the large end of the-antenna. This power is reflected back through

the antenna if the feeder is shorted at the large end, as is commonly done,

or it ji wasted if a resistive terminatiop is used. This effect has been

Ldetected in the cumputed models. Figure 44a shows the input impedance of

an LPD- witZ w 6G ohms, terminated -in a- 50 ohm resistor. The impedance

00locus.-has the same characteristics as foi higher va.lues of Zo . However,

: wheh a purely reactive termination is used, the input impedance locus

blossoms out as shown in Figure 44b, indicattng that the end effect is

appr6iable.. In addition, irregularitites in the pattern occur, -otherwise

11 the -increased SWR could probably be tolerated.

Formula (71) can be inverted to find the feeder impedance required to,

achieve a given input impedance. In its most useful form Z is normalized
0

with respect to R, resulting in

0

1:o _ 1 3.i
S Za ° + - 1 .(73)

ano
[0
As in Iquation (71) Za is the average characteristic impedance of a short

- dipole) given by

Za = 120 (in h/a - 2.25). (74)

A graph of Za versus h/a is given in Figure 45. Figure 46 is a graph of the

V relative feeder impedance Z a/RO versus the relative characteristic dipole

0impedance Za/Ro, for several values of the mean spacing factor This graph
/

can-be used to design for a specific input impedance, given O and Z
a
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Input impedance levels from 35 to 200 ohms have been measured using the

coaxial lhne feed method pictured in Figure 9. If higher impedance levels

are -required for use with balanced twin line, the 4:1 balun transformer

scheme suggested by Dr. Jordan can be used. In figure 47, the feeder of

an LlAD is shown but thW elements are not. 'I represents the antenna input

impedance at the front end. This load can be driven in parallel by two

-coaxial lines of characteristic impedance 2R . Each line is inserted through

i one of the feeders as shown, and at the back of the a.itenna they are connected

in series. A parallel wire line with characteristic impedance 4R, is then

-connected to the series combination, resulting in a perfect match to the

antenna. This balun transformer -scheme has a bandwidth. q'il to the operating

-bandwidth of the antenna. Since there is no current ,on the--feeder at the

-back of the antenna, the quarter-wLve choke which is-ordinarily used in a

4-4:1 balun is not required,. so the balun does not depend on frequency. This

-technique has been used with success in the design-of LPD television receiving

:antennas. ,

3.5 The Far Field Radiation

The far field properties of the LP1D antenna are determined from the

- 'equations of Section 2.2.2. This section presents' computed -results which show

: how th'e characteristic pattern of an LPD depenids on the various parameters.

The charact ristic pattern of an LPD is defined as the pattern which typifies

the )ntenna for all frequencies within the aesitn band. The cnmputed patterns
-.are-eompared-with ptternt bf several expiormental models,-recorded by the i

:University of Illinois Antenna Laboratory pattern range facilities.

'Consideratibn is also. given to factors which control the relative phase of

the far f1 ld. The phase center of an LPD is defined, -and measured and computed
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data are presented which show that the phase center is located at the active

region. [
3.5.1 Radiation Patterns

-Examples of the computed relative field intensity patterns are shown I
in Figure 48. For this LPD, T = 0.888, 9 = 0.089 and- N = 8, fj denotes the U
frequency

f j = f (5) 'l0

,where f1 is the frequency for which element number one is a half-wavelength-

long. The characteristic pattern is, observed over the range fI to f7, which

yields- a pattern bandwidth of approximately (0.888) = 2-04. At f8 definite

pattern deterioration has occurred, indicating that tne high frequency limit

has been exceeded. Figures 53, 54, and 55a are enlarged patterns which sn 2

the negligible variation as frequency changes from f to Tf. The computed

patterns of Figure 49 are for the same antenna with fewer elements, N = 5.

Again there is no measurable difference. In addition to exhibiting negligible

variation over a period, the characteristic pattern of this antenna does

not depend 4onte nw*erof elements, as long as there are enough elements

to support the active region. Thus, according to the definition, this antenna

can be called frequency independent with respect to its radiation pattern.

This behavior is' typicafl of computed and measured -LPD patterns. The only I
exceptIons occur when there is an and effect. These exceptions 4re char-

jcterized by petter~ie which ,change with frequency. The patterns broaden

and sometimes side lobes appear.

Thogross pattern behavior can be observed from a plot of the computed

hal f-pwer.beamw idth versus frequency, as in Figure 50. The E-plane pattern

-holds constant over a wider frequency range than the H-plane pattern.
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This trend is evidenced by all LPD antennas, and- results from the strong 1
dependence of the H-plane pattern on the array factor of the antenna, whereas

the more directive E-plane element pattern masks small changes in the array

1factor. The graph of H-plane beamwidth shows that the active region spans

several elements, because the pattern bandwidth is significantly less than

the structure bandwidth. The graph also shows that -the center of the active

region is located somewhat ahead of the half-wavelength element, because

-the center of the .pattern band is located at a lower Irequency than the

center of the structure band. -'

Examples of measured and computed patterns are given in Figures 51 through

156 for T =O.888 and O = 0.089; in Figures 57 through 59 for T =-0.98 and

= 0.057, and in Figures 60 through 62 for T =0.8 andU =-0.137. The

:measured cross polarization was found to be more than 20- db below the

pattern maximum as long as the sp~cing between the -eeder conductors is small

4compared to the shortest wavelength of operation. In every case the computed

RE-plane beamwidth is narrower than the one measured, and the-computed H-plane

;beamwidth is wider than the one measured. Thes^ errors -tend to compensate each

: other in the computation of antenna directivity, so the comparison of computed

'and measured directi'&Aty Is more accurate than the comparison of computed j

and measured beamwidth. The error is incurred because the actual current

on the dipole elements apparently departs from the assumed sinusoidal form.

Actually, it can be seen from Equations (46) and (47) that the pattern

cannot 'be expressed as the product of an element factor and an array factor,

because of the differing element lengths. However, it is convenient to think

in these terms here, owing to tfe dissmilarity between the E-plane pattern

of a single element (a figure eight pattern) and the H-plane pattern

(omnidirectional).

t.i
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I It can be shown that the E-plane pattern of a half-wave dipole antenna becomes

narrower as the current distribution changes from sinusoidal to uniform.

Thus the actual current distribution in the elements must be more nearly

uniform than-sinusoidal.

1 3.5.1.1 The Characteristic Pattern as a-Function of T and 9

I The scale factor T and the relative spacingaexercise: primary control

over the shape of the radiation patterns of LPD antennas. Figures -63 and

64 are plots of the computed E- and H-plane half pover beamwidth as a function

of (7 for several values of T. In -these curves Z = 100 ohms and h/a = 177.

Each-curve possccces a minimum in the range.0.12 < a < 0.18. ThIe H-plane

L beamwidth varies more than the E-plane beamwidth; it. should-be-noted chat

the scale of the ordinate is different in the two figures.

L Using the graphs of -Figures 63 and 64, tne directivity in decibels can

be approximated-using the formula from 
Kraus,

21

41253

D 10 log 415 (76)(BWE ) (BW )
BH

BW and BWH are the half-power beamwidths, In degrees. In Figure. 65 are

plotted contours of constant directivity in decibels, as a function of T

7 and 0. A scale for the angle a is also given. A straight line connecting

equal a indices on the top (or right) and the bottom edges of the graph

17. describes combinations of T and U corresponding to the given angle a.

All values of T and C which result in single-lobed frequency independent

patterns fall within this graph. For O less than 0;05- the directivity falls

off rapidly and the front to back ratio decreases. Values of T greater than

0.98 on the left side of Figure 65 have not been extensively Investigated,
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3 because the number of elements required to achieve a given bandwidth becomec

excessive. Por values of C greater than the optimum (, the directivity falls

off and the patterns either tend toward broadside or side lobes appear. In

addition, the length of the antenna for a required bandwidth becomes excessive.

For T less than 0.8, only one dipole is near resonance at a given frequency,

I° and it couples an insufficient amount of energy from the feeder, resulting

in end effects which destroy the log;.periodic performance. Measured patterns

of such an antenna are shown its Figure 66, For this antenna T = 0.7 and

J a = 0.206. The feeder was terminated Ly an open circuit -at the largest

elemant. The patterns definitely depend on Lr£xten2y, one pattern has its

I maximum in the opposite direction. Terminating the feeder in a matched

T resistor resulted in the measured and computed H-plane patterns of Figure 67.

In-chis case the patterns are more nearly independent of frequency; however,

the addition of the matched termination has lowered the computed efficiency

to 70%. The patterns of Figure 67 also illustrate the broadside tendency

I_ which is characteristic of values of U much greater than the optimum.

The front-t.-back ratio as a function of T and a is shown in Figure 68.

-For T > 0-.875 the calculated F/B is greater than 20 db. The F/B f~r T < 0.875

depends on the value of 0; it attains a maximum for O near the optimum value

shown in Figure 65. F/B decreases as the cut-off frequencies are approached.

(Compare the patterns of Figures 51 through 56.) This decrease can be limited

to some exte.t by adjusting the reactive determination ZT. Isbell found that

6 short circuit at a distance h /2 behind the largest element resulted in

a minimum-deviation of F/B from its mid-band value.

3.5.1.2 The Characteristic Pattern as a Function of Z and h/a
0

The computed and measvred patterns of an LPD with T = 0.888, O = 0.089,

1" and Z = 150 ohms are shown in -Figures 69 and 70. A comparison of the

corresponding patterns of Figures 52, 53, and 55, for Z= 100 ohms shows
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Figure 67. Computed and measured fl-plane patterns; T = 0.7,

or~0 0.206, Z0 = 100, Z,= 100, N 6, b/a =177.
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m that a change in Z has little effect on the characteristic patterns.

In this model the average directivity decreased by less than one decibel is

the feeder impedance increased from 75 to 300 ohms. On nine models with

different T and 01, similar -results were observed; antennas with 0 greater.

than optimum lost as much as one db over th\ range 100 < Z < 300. For

1siall a the variation was less than O;5-db. As an approximation' suitable

for design purposes, one may assume that the diretivitycontours ofT Figure 65 hold for all practical values of Z

0

The-element thickness controls the directivity to some extent. Figure

71 shows that the average directivity decreases as the element height to radius

ratio increases. For this model, with T - 0 888oand ' =-O089, thq<decrease

amounts -to about 1.2 db over the range 100 < na < 1001000, Although the'

japproximations of the theory are best sattsried with large h/a, in the

frequency range for which -the Antenna Laboratory is equipped, it was imissible

to build models with h/a much greater than 800. Tne two laboratory models

T with T = 0.888 and a 0 0.089 agree with the trend-of tne curve for h/a < 800,

although -the measured directivity was low. As with Zo, the -variation seems'0
I insignificant in the light of the approximations made, and for design purposes

the directivity contours of Figure 65 can be used if a small correction is-

- applied.

It has been found (.hat a-deprture from -the exact scaling, of the diameter

of each element can be tolerated If the dcameters of the elements are held-

L cnsfant, the directivity should increase with frequency. This increase was

riot observed in the laboratory models which covered a 3:1 bandwidth, because

11 other minor pattern variations masked the sought after trend. It is to be

expectod that the input VSWR wi-I1 increase if constant diameter elements are

used.
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Table 2 presents a comparlson of the measured average directivity of

several laboratory models and the corresponding directivity as read from the

graph of Figure 65, with a correction for the change in h/a obtained from

Figure 71. In general, the computed directivity is higher than the one measured.

The mean error is 0.35 db and the maximum error does not exceed 1 db.

13.5.2 The Far Field Phase Characteristics
The far field phase and the phaue center are of special interest when

*I ione ,attempts to array several LPD antennas to achieve higher directivity

or specially shaped beams, or when an LPD i& used as the primary feed in

1 22
lens or reflector systems . The relative phase in the principal planes of

the far field is given by the phase of the complex field quantities

P- exp (-Jar)- and P exp (-jBr) Written in polar form,

I P = !Pi eJ[F(4',f)-Br] (77)

,Here P stands for either of the principal plane patterns and the phase F

V iis a fAinction of the relevant angular variable ' and the frequency f.

In the following sections F is used to demonstrate the phase rotation

phenomenon. The phase center of an LPD antenna is defined and its dependence

on the LPD parameters is determined.

E3.5.2.1 The Phase Rotation Phenomenon

) In 1958 DuHamel and Berry2 3 discovered the phase rotation phenomenon

which is characteristic of LP antennas. T*Jey verified experimentally that

-_ the phase of the electric field at a distant point is measured relative

to the phase of the input current at the apex of an LP antenna the phase

'1 of the received signal is delayed by 3600 as the structure is expanded

through a "cell". The experiment was conducted ' building several LP

f ;.
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TABLE 2

Comparison-of keasurod and Conputed Directivity -.

Measured Computed

T,. Z 0/a BE BW D D

-0.98 0.057 5.0 100 125 56.5 85.7 9.31 10.0

0.98 0.038 7.5 75 240/148* 5e.1 85.7 9.50 9.5

0.975 C.0717 5.0 100 200/151* 52.8 76;6 10.08 10.0

0.95 0.0268 25.0 100 100/26* 68.7 114.2 7.20

0.93 0.125 8.0 65 66 60.0 85.0 9.08 9.8

0.92 0.200 5.7 100 142 52.7 69.1 10.53 9.9

0.92 0.160 7.1 100 177 57.0 80.2 9.56 10.0

0.92 0.150 7.6 300 60/20* 54.0- 85.4 9.53 9.8

0.92 0.120 9.5 100 118 57.0 81,1 9.52 9.4

0.92 0.080 14.0 100 177 61.5 98.0 8.36 8.9

0.91 0.128 10.0 94 06 59.2 90.8 8.85 9.4 1
0.89 0.103 15.0 75 80/45* 67.0 106.3 7.68 8.6

0.888 0.089 17.5 100 80 61.8 101.9 8.18 8.7

0.888 0.089 17.5 100 177 63.4 106.6 7.86 8.5

0.888 0.089 17.5 150 177 65.2 112.0 7.52 8.3

0.86 0.080 23.6 200 50 64.3 112 4 7.57 7.9

0.85 0.26 10.0 75 80/49* 71.3 10O 7.14 7.3 II
0.84 0.068 30.5 215 50 67.8 164. 6.83 7.5

0.81 0.364 7.5 75 80/43* 95.0 180.0 3.83 ...

0.80- 0.137 20.0 100 125 58.5 101.9 8.41 8.3

* In tbeo models, the element diameter was hold constant; the h/t of the longest
and shortest-element Is recorded.
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,antennas with indentical T and a, the models differing from each other

in size. If Kx is the distance from the apex of the structure to element n,n

£s the expansion factor for each antenna is determined by assigning values

of K from 1 to 1/72. (The "cell" scaling factor for LPD antennas is T2

All other dimensions of the structure are also multiplied by K,

I Since an expansion of a log-periodic 
structure is equivalent 

to a-

change of frequency, the-phase rotation phenomenon can also be observed by

1 I measuring the phase of a given antenna as frequency is -increased from

f to f/T 2 provided that the distance r from the apex to the far field

point is decreased from -r to 
T 2r. The phase of a far field component is

given by the-exponent of Equation (77), F( ,f)-Br. Under the stated conditions

Br is held constant. The phase should-be measured relative to the input -,

I current at the apex of the antenna- so the front truncation which occurs

on most practical antennas must -be taken into acccunt for the reasons

Tgiven in Section 3.1.1. The dotted curve of Figure 72 is for a computed

model with T = 0.875 and-a = 0.067, from frequency f2 to f In this

2 4)
1!model the front truncation was 0.158X at f2 and 0.206

k at f 4 , ana the

computed values of F were corrected accordingly. The phase function F

was found to be essentially proportional to the logarithm of frequency,

The slight deviation from linearity was also observed by DuHamel and Barry.

V Since the phase is proportional to the logarithm of frequency, or

equivalently to the logarithm-of the expansion factor K, it is possible

i to adjust the phase of an LP antenna in a manner which is independent of

the pattern and input impedance. This property has been exploited in -the

I. design of phased arrays of LP antennas; for a detailed discussion and
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I several examp'es, reference 23 should be consulted.

S.5.2.2 The Phase Centei

It is well known that the amplitude pattern of the far field is

independent of the location of the origin of the coordinate system in-which

I the antenna.-is situated. However, the phase function F is-quite sensitive

-to the location of' the reference point,,and it follows that there may be

a certain reference point which leads to a simplification-.of F. -if there

exists an-origin which reduces F to a constant, tt,n this origin is said to

be the phase center of the antenna. Since this definition of phase center

I depends on the polarization of the field and the plane ,which contains the

I angular variable +, these two quantities must be specified-whenever -the

concept of phase center is used

IFor most antennas the phase is a function of + whatever the origin

_chosen, but over a limited range of + there may exist a point p such -that

F is practically constant. If p is chosen as the phase center for a given-

aspect Angle 4p, then the range of + for which the fixed point p can be

used as-the phase center will depend on the allowable tolerance on F.

To find the point p use is made of the evolute of a plane equiphase contour.

The evolute is the locus of the center of curvature of the contour, and the

V center of curvature corresponds to the location of an origin which leads

to no change in the phase f unction over an Increment A 4 . It will be shown

that the knowledge of F as a function of '" for any origin near the anterina

j1 is sufficient to determine the evolute of a far field equi-phase .contour.

In- the coordinate system of Figure 73 OP = r is the distance trom

I pthe origin to a point on an equi-phase contour S. The ray DP is normal to

the tangent line of S at P, therefore DP must go through the center of curvature.

I.;
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IIn the following development, point D at x -d is found, then r is made

very large so that Y is approximated by 4. Knowing d and Y for each

point on the curve, a pencil of lines such as DP can be determined. The

locus of the phase center or equivalently the evolute of S, is traced'by

the envelope curve of the rays.

Let an equiphane contour in tne x, y plane be given by

F(O) - Br =C, ()

I !;ere-C is an arbitrary constant. The angle 6 is given by

~dr
tan 6  

sin + r cos 4
tn6= (79)

dr cos - r sin4IW
From the geometry of Figure 73,

d = -y tan 6 -xo0 (80)

i where x and y are the coordinates of point P. Substituting for x YO and

tan 6, one finds

Sd= (F-C) F

S(F-C) sin FCs (81)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to 4. Changing

L to the variable

u = 27r cos 4, (82)

and writing d in terms of wavelength, results in

d -dF/du

SudF/du (83)

1+ Br

For the far field condition r is very large, hence d/X is approximated by

d dF (84)

'i
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Thus, d/X is 3iven by the slope of FO) as a function of 27T cos 4.

d/X can be computed from the difference equation

di F( i  )+ ) --F(8)

= - 21[ cos (i + t) " cos ip (85)

here 4' is a given value of 4 and P is- an increment. Once d is found

as a function-of 4', rays such as DP can be -dr'n by setting y = 4. The

evolute of the equiphase contour is then the envelope curve of the

rays.

Figure 74 shows a pencil of rays and the corresponding evolute for

an LPD with T = 0.92 and Or = 0.12. Only half of the -evolute is shown,

because it is symmetric about the axis. For angles other than 00 or 1800

the phase center clearly lies off the axis of the antenna. However, for i
all antennas the departure from the axis is small in terms of wavelengths,

0I
and it can be neglected for 4 angles less than 700. Each LPD antenna

exhibits an evolute of the equiphase contour that -is peculiar to itself,

nnd no correlation was found between the shape of the evolute and the

LPD parameters.

In what follows, the point po corresponding to 4 = 00 is chosen as the

phase center. Ideally, the distance in wavelengths from the apex to P0

should remain constant as frequency is changed by an integral power of T.

Although a variation with frcquency was observed, the computed results

similar to those in Figure 75 show that the variation is small. The L

ordinate is xp/X1 the distance from the apex to P in wavelengths. and

the abscissa is the log of frequency. In all cases the variation was

less than 5%, so the average value can be used without significant loss

I!
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of accuracy. An example of the measured and computed location of the phase

center is shown in Figure 76. The relative magnitude of the element base

current is also plotted so that the location of the phase center with

reference to the active region can be visualized.

i A graph-of the computed location of the phase center for models with

Z 100 and--h/a-= 177 is shown in Figure 77. x p/ is the distance to the

0- p
.H-plane phase center in wavelengths, for = 00. The location'-of the

I phase center is independent of T and 7 over the rpnge of a shown. The

E-plane phase center was found to lie ahead of the H-plane phase center

by an amount which varied linearly from 0.95 x for a = 250 to x for
P P

T a = 2.5 . In all cases x p < xX/2) which is the point -where the transverse

dimension is a half-wavelength. The shortening factor of Figure 33 can

be used to find the change in xp as Z0 or h/ais changed.

Since no-LP antenna exhibits a completely :.pherical equiphase surface,

the question arises as- to the utility of using point p as the phase center.

U This, of course, depends on the allowable tolerance between the zctual

- phase at some angle A', and the phase computed on the basis of an hypothetical

I! spherical wave which orignates at the phase center. Figure 78 shows an

equiphase contour S describe'd by F(C)-Or = C) where ' is the angle subtended

at the origin 0. S is an arc of radius r + d with center at po. the

- chosen phase center. S1 represents an hypothetical circular equiphase

contour of value F(o)-Bro . The error 6 F is the distance between S and S1
0

at the angle Y, and is given by

AF F(o) - F() d sin - sin Y
= 21r + X 

[ sin (4, - y)] (86)
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For the far field condition r approaches infinity and Y becomes equal to

-, reducing(80 to

6 F F(O) - F( ) d

-F2F + (1 - cos4J). (87)

If a tolerance q is given, a value 4' can be found such that

q

This defines the range of 4 over which p is a useful phase center, for

.1 the tolerance q.

Setting q = X/16 and using Equation(8, 4' was found by a trial and
q

error process. Little correlation ,-zs found between 4' and the antenna

I parameters, because the phase function F was different for each antenna.

However, for all but two models in which Q is less than optimum, the value

of 4' was 900 for the E-plane pattern and greater than 900 for the H-plane
q

pattern. The two exceptions were T = 0.95, O = 0.143, and T = 0.97,

= 0.175; both are high directivity models. For a greater thai, optimum,

decreased to 590 at T.= 0.875 and a = 0.222, which was the lowest value
b, q

of + recorded. Thus, in all models in the range 0.8 < T < 0.97, and

0.05 < 0 < 0.222, the error in using P as the phase center is less than

X/16 for all angles within the 3 db beamwidth.

The values of x described herein can be used as a guide in the design
, P

of arrays of LPD antennas. However, due to the approximations of the theory

and the sensitivity to error of phase, it is prudent to measur'e the location

of the phase center in critical designs. An indication of the nature of the

error involved in using an incorrect value of d can be determined fro=rL
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Equation(WO If the error in d is Ad, then the phase error in wavelengths

will be Ad(!- cos
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4. THE DESIGN OF LOG-PERIODIC DIPOLE ANTENNAS

This section first reviews the LPD parameters and their effect on

the observed antenna performance. A procedure is outlined whereby the

physical dimensions of an antenna which meets given electrical specifications

can be determined by the use of graphs and nomograms. Finally, several

I novel designs are given which exploit certain properties of log-periodic

T dipole antennas.

4.1 Review of Parameters and Effects

To varying degrees all the parameters which specify al LPD-have an

effect on the observed performance. Table 3 lists the-parameters and

I qualitatively describes how each effects the performance. The -principal

LPD parameters and their range are listed in the first two columns. At

the top of each succeeding column are the features of the antenna. The

entries denote how the performance changes with an increase in the- pertinent

parameter, while all other factors are held constant.

IThe directivity -of an LPD depends primarily on the combination of T

7 and Or selected. Directivities from7.5to 12 db over isotropic have been

measured. Since an increase in directivity implies an increased aperture,

T it is not surprising that high directivity models are characterized by

small a and large L/max . For a givca T 9, and element thickness,

T the input impedance depends- on the characteristic impedance of the feeder.

Fortunately, the directivity is essentially independent of the feeder

impedance. This makes it possible to design an antenna for a given

idirectivity and then, in most cases, the input impedance can be adjusted

to the required level. The exceptions occur on models with both low T and

low Z . Under this condition the radiating efficiency of the active region
0
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is low, and troublesome end effects appear. Nevertheless, input impedance

levels from 50 ohms for high values of T to 200 ohms for all values of T

have been obtained. If a higher impedance level is required, the suggested

4:1 balun transformer scheme can be used.

Table 4 is a collection of the design equations. The numbers in

Jparentheses refer to the page on which the eqdations are introduced.

The most important relationship, that which relates the directivity to the

I antenna parameters, has not been put into equati-n form. For this information

reference must be made to the graph of Figure 65.

4.2 Design Procedure

First is presented a method of finding the major design parameters T

and O for a given value of directivity. Then it is shown how Z is adjusted

to obtain the required input impedance. An example which illustrates the

technique is given.

4.2.1 Choosing T and O To Obtain a Given Directivity

For most applications, one is interested in designing an antenna which

has a given -directivity and input impedance over a given frequency band.

Once these electrical characteristics are specified, one must decide the

relative importance of minimizing the number o elements or the size of

Ithe antenna. These two properties are not independent. The number of

Ielements is determined by T, as T increases the number of elements increases.

The antenna size is determined by the bc~m length (the distance between

the smallest and largest element), which depends primarily on a. As a

S d4ecreases The size increases. From the graph of Figure 65, it can be seen

JIthat a humbr of combinations of T and a lead to a given value of dir.ectivity.

(J '0
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TABLE 4

,uxber, in parantheala refer to the page on which the equations are first Introduced

0 (1- Tcot-a r 1 4U tana a - ) 15)

Bar 1.1 + 30.7 (( rB 1.1 + 122.8 02 tan Blr 1.1 + 7.7 (1- T)2 ten a (09)

1r541 0( - r a

4Z I (1

gap%

* 120tn h/a -2.25) (53) 1

Z . 120 cosh
1  (136)

a, " a r Ie)

V*0~1- j)cut a Zun.x -(, - 1, (17),
B Oe B I

(6

ma F 2 - (147)

log B.

X .(127)

xp i-cota

1:I II

L .1
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One of this set (T, 0) leads to minimum boom length and another leads to a

minimum number of elements.

With these facts in mind a preliminary choice of T and a can be made

from the graph of Figure 65. It is usually best to start with the optimum

value of a and then proceed to lower values. Knowing T and a, the value

j of the dependent variable a can be determined from

jj tana= (1 (89)

or from the nomograph of Figure 79.

The structure bandwidth B must be found to determine the boom length-

and the number of elements. B s depends on the required- operating bandwidth

B and the bandwidth of the active region Bar. For the given values--of

T) and a, B r can be determined from Figure 32, or from the nomograph

of Figure 80. B is then given by~S

I B = B B. (90)
S ar

Since the length of element number one is -. in the preliminary design,

the geometry of the LPD antenna provides an expression for the boom length

]U relative to the longest operating wavelength.

L (1 1-)cot a (91)
max s

where L is the boom length between the longest and shortest elements. A

nomograph of 91 is given in Figure 81. The number of elements is found

1from the equation log B

N = 1 + s (92)

a nomograph of which is given in Figure 82.

12
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It is likely that the first estimate of T and U will not minimize

L or N. Repeating the process for different values of T and a will esteblish

the trend, and the minimum-designs will become readily apparent. For some

values of B minimum L cannot be attained for values of T and a within

the operating range of the graph of Figure 65. In these cases a compromise

will have to be made. If a choice of (T, 0) exists, and there is no

apparent basis for a decision it ahnld ha ra adl that +he aW inc....

and the front to back ratio decreases as a departs irom the optimum value,

according to Figures 40 and68.

Some mention should-be made of the secondary factors which effect

the directivity, Z and Z . Since the graph of Figure 65 is based on
O a

Z° = 100 ohms and Za = 350, an adjustment should be made if it is

anticipated that Z° avd Z will depart from these values by more than

a factor of 2. The exact value of Z is as yet undetermined. However,

it is known that the feeder impedance is always greater than the resulting

input impedance, so if R is greater than 100 ohms the directivity contours

of Figiio 65 will read-a fraction of a decibel high. If the ratio h/a is

much different than 177 a rerection must be made. According to the curve

of Figure 71, the directivity decreases by about 0.1 db for each doubling

of h/a; for h/a > 177 the constant directivity contours of Figure 65 will

*read high. One may wish to include an additional safety factor, since a

comparison of computed and measured directivity in Table 2 shows that the

directivity compyted from Figure 65 averages 0.35 db higher than the measured

value. Th3 corrected value of directivity, for use in Figure 65, is

obtained by adding the above contributions to the required design value.

I
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4.2.2 Designing for a Given Input Impedance

I Once the final values of T and a are found, the characteristic -impedance

of the feeder Z must be determined so as to give the required-input impedance

R . The retio h/a is determined from structural considerations, aqdideally
0

3 should be the sa-me for each element. Practically, the element diameters

can be scaled in groups, and in the computation of iztput impedance the

average h/a in a group should be used. The averagechavacteristic impedane

of a dipole element Za can be found from

Za = 120 (In h/a - 2.25), (93)

or from the graph of Figure 45. Inverting Equation(71), gives the characteristic

I impedance of the feeder relative to Ro,

0: + -( ~) +1 -(94)

| ISZ 1 + -

:~R o ta [(8 . 1/ 2 94

where Z /R is the average characteristic impedatce of a dipole element with

reipect to the required input impedance Ro and a* is the mean relative

-- spacing,!/
0T or/f (95)

A graph of(94)is given in Figure 46.

The major parameters of the required design have now been determined.

j It remains to find the size of the first element relative to the maximum

operating wavelength. As shown in Section 3.2.2, the longest element

can be less than for values of Z > lOG and h/a < 177. The half-
e 2 0

length of the longest element is given by
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h M S max (96)
1 4

where S is the shortening factor as read from the graph of Figure 33.

Knowing T, 0, N, Z and hl, one can find- tne-4mensions of all other

parts of the
= 
antenna.

The impedance ZT which terminates the feeder has-an effect only at

the loiwest operating fliquecies. Inpractice, the feeder is terminated

in a short circuit a- distance of or -lea behind- the largest element,

so that ZT remains inductive at the lowest frequencies.

4.2.3 Application of the Design-Procedure: An Example

As an example of the design procedure, let the dimensionsof an LPDj

antenna be determined such, th1at the directivity 'in 9.5 db, the bandwidth,

is 1,75, and the input impedanci16-80-ohms. Size limitations dictate an j
-h/a uf 118. This means that the corrktod'directivity for use in-Figure 65

is between 9.4 ,and-9.5 db. Starting With a value o-f greater than optimum

(to clearly illustrate the 'trend), the set (T,) which yields, a directivity

of 9.4 db is recorded from-Figure 65 in Table 5.

The values of Bar , WX~5sx and-N were determined from the nomographs.

The minimum-element design is (0.89, 0.165). The minimum boom length design

cannot be attained for vf(Lues of Tand 0 within-'the operable rangb. A

compromise between length an4 -ngmber of elements is given by T w 0.92 and

a = 0.12. This design-has L/Xmax -0.-o: and-N=12. The average characteistic

dipole impedance for h/a n 118 is about 300. ohms (from-Figure 45) so Za/ o 0 3.75.

U- - q/ VT is- 0.-126, nd from the- graph of Figure 46, Z0/R 0 is approximately

1.3, therefore the feeder, impedance Zo is 104 ohms. The half-length of

element one is set epal to.-'\/2.because th sholtening factor is nearly unity

(see Figure 33).
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TABLP 5

I Values of T, (T and a. which give 9.4 4b directivity over a 1.75:1 band

S1r 
L/% max

092 0.21 5.4 WLb2 2.84 1.72 13+

0.91 0.197 6.6 1.64 2.87 1.41 12
0.90 0.187 7.7 1.68 2.94 1.23 11+

0.89 0.165 9.5 1.66 2.91 0.99 10

0.90 0.1418 9.7 1.56 2.73 0.94 10+
0.91 0.135 9.5 1.47 2.57 0.92 11-

0.92 0.120 9.5 1.40 2.45 0.89 12-

0.93 0.105 9.5 1.33 2.33 0.86 13-
0.9,J 0.090 9.5 1.27 2.22 0.83 14-

0.95 0.070 10.2 1.21 2.12 0.7,4 15+
0.96 0.051) 11.0 1.16 2.03 0.66 1+I

TABLE 6

I Antenna Dimensions in Inches

S2aDiameter of7nI h n Dn 2a1 wire used

1 1.0000 4.66 28.00 16.81 0.rf79 0.078

2 0.9200 4.29 25.76 14.57 0.073 0.072
3 0.846,1 3.95 23.70 2.51 0.067 0.072
4 0.7787 3.63 21.80 10.61 0.062 "J.065
5 0.7164 3.34 20.06 8.87 0.057 0.061
6 0.6591 3.07 18.45 7.26 0.052 0.050
7 0.606-1 2.83 16.98 5.79 0.048 0.048

8 0.5578 2.60 15.62 4.43 0.044 0.040
1' 9 0.5132 2.39 14.37 3.18 0.041 0.040

- 10 0.4722 2.20 13.22 2.03 0.037 0.038

1i 0.4344 2.02 12.16 0.97 0.034 0.031

12 0.3996 1.87 11.19 0 0.032 0.031

V 
-
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In compiling a table of the dimensions of the antenna, it is best

to start with a tabulation of powers of T which is accurate to at least 5
four decimal places. The half lengths of the elements hn; the distance

from the apex to each element, Xn; the distance from the front of the I

antenna to each element, Dn; and the element diameters are then computed, I
as shown in Table 6. The'half length of the largest element is 4.66 ikches

because the desired low frequency cut-off is 635 mcs. 1

The feeder is spaced to give a characteristic impedance of 104 ohms

according to the formula,

Z 120 cosh - 1 b (97) 1

where b is the center to center spading and 2a is the diameter of the

feeder conductors. The above described antenna was constructed of coin

silver tubing and copper wire, using silver-solder techniques. The

resulting -model is pictured in Figure 83. The measured input impeeance

clustered around a mean resistance level R of 73 ohms, a bit lower than.

the design value. This could be brought closer to 80> ohms by increasing

the spacing between the feeders. The SWR with respect to 73 ohms is plotted

in-Figure 84. Taking an SWR of 1.3:1 to define the useful band, one finds

that this antenna operates from f to f which gives a bandwidth
1.05 8,25'

of 1.82. The mesiured B-and H-plane half-power beamwidths and the

directivity ,re saown in Figure 85. The average directivity frcn f

to f8. 25 Is about 9-5 db, which just meets the requirement. A comparison

of measured and computed patterns for this antenna is shown in Figure 86.

I
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This antenna comes close to meeting tho required specifications. The

agreement between tbc measured and design value of input impedance is about

3 what can be expected. However, tne agreement between the measured ahi,

design value of directivity is somewhat better than typical; an error

of less than 0.5 db is probably as good as can be expected.

Of course, the outlined procedure is only one of many, and variations

will become apparent to those who gain experience in the design of LP

j! antennas. The concept of bandwidth of the active region and its -application

are new. Heretofore specific bandwidth designs were determined by constructing

J! an antenna which was obviously longer than necessary; the required operating

bandwidth was then obtained by a cut-and-try procedure. The graphs and

nomograms are particularly useful because they allow one to achieve many

J preliminary designs without resorting to tedious computations.

4.3 Some Novel Variations in the Log-Periodic Design

The fact that the radiating portion of an LPD at any given frequency

is confined to a relatively few elements and is independent of the location

of the front or back truncation leads to some novel departures Orom the

rtrue log-periodic forms. If it is desired to operate over two or more

separate bands, or if part of a band contains "non-int eresting" frequencies,

ithe solution is to-eliminate the elements that form the active region at

the unwanted frequencies. Tnis amounts to connecting two or more LPD

5antennas in cascade. Figure 87 shows one such-example. If the input

impedance is to remain the same over both bands, the two sections should

have the same T and a. This means that the apices of-each sec"ion will

be different. In the one model constructed according to the scheme-of

Figure 67, it was found that the presence of Section 2 lowered the low

II
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frequency cut-off of Section 1. The high frequency cut-off of Section 2

Iwas extended somewhat by the proximity of Section 1. The mid-band pa'.terns

of each section were characteristic of what would be observed with each

antenra operating by itself.

There also exists the possibility of tatilring the directivity

characteristic such that the patterns are frequency dependent in a special

Away. This would require that T and a or both be a function of position.

In this- case should be held constant to achieve a frequcnuy indepandent

input impedance. The above idea was applied- to one model in which c was

fixed at 250. The spacing between all elements was a constant, one-half

inch. 0 varied along the antenna from-0.022 to 0.088. The measured

directivity increased with frequency from 5 to 8.5 db, then decreased to 7.5 db.

IA high quality dielectric material can be used'between the elements

as well as in the feeder configuration. -The model pictured in Figure 88,

was constructed-from 0.0625'double copper-clad-Rexolite using printed

circuit :.tchlniqueg; Its parameters are T =0.92, &= 0.08, and'N= 23.

IThe equivalent h/a is 138 and Z is approximately 105 ohms. Examoles
0

of the:measured patterns are shown in Figures 89 and 90. The directivity

is 8.5 db-over the band. The patterns developed scallops at the highest

frequency fi, -which was 4450 mcs. The measured cross polarization was

negligible.

The phase rotation phenomenon has been used in the design of a

frequency independent antenna whose beam is circularly polarized on the

axis. Tn this case two LPD antennas are interleaved along a common axis

with the elements of one antenna perpendicular to the other. One antenna

is also expanded with respect to the other to achieve the 90" phase shift.

V
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Figure go. Measured patterns of an LPD antenna which was etched
from double copper-clad Rexolite.
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Since the phase shift is independent of frequency, the pattern remainaI circularly polarized over the opbratlng band.
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5. CONCLUSION

The object of this research wus to provide a matheatical model of I
the log-periodic dipole antenna. The model was to be general enough to

lend insight into the operation of log-periodic antennas, and capable of

being used as a design tool. The model described herein was shown to fulfill

these objectives.

In this research the known properties of dipole antennas were used to I
determine the self and mutual impedances in a log-periodic array of dipoles.

The properties-of the dipoles were described by an impedance matrix which

relates the voltage and current at the base of each dipole. A feeder

system, which determines the relative excitation-of each element, was

also described-by an impedance matrix. The feeder and element circuits

were joined, and the voltage and current at the base of each dipole element

were found, From these quantities the input impedance and properties of

the radiated fVeld were determined.

It was shown that three regions exist on a frequency independent

log-periodic dipole antenna: the transmission region, the active reNion,

and the -unexcited region. The transmission region was shown to be equivalent

to a section-of uniform transmission line, and the characteristic impedance

and propagation coastant of this line were determined. The active region

was shown to consist of several elements of approximately half-wavelength

dimensions on which the current amplitude is considerably greater than

that on the remaining elements. Tt, -gnitude and phase of the currents

in the activa region determines the caaracteristic pattern of the LPD, and

it was shown that the phase progression from element to element in the

I!
. 1.[i
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active region was 
that required to 

produce the backward 
wave which is 

1

-Icharacteristic of all LP antennas. The low input standing wave ratio

indicates that tne active region presents a good match to the transmission

I region. In the unexcited region, it was shown that in most cases a

negligible amount of power remains on the feeder beyond the active region,

and that the current In the element- that are longer than a half-wave-

,ength is very small. For these reasons the truncation at the large end of

the antenna has no effect for all frequencies within the operating band.

The bandwidth and location of the active regio.. were defined, and

these quantities were used to determine the size of an antenna which covers

a given frequency band. The relations between the observed characteristics

of the antenna, directive gain, input impedance, and location of the phase

center, and the antenna parameters were shown. A design procedure was

outlined whereby the physical dimensions of a log-periodic dipole antenna

which meets given electrical specifications can be determined. The good

Ii. agreement between measured and computed results reaffirmed once again the
validity of certain engineering approximations that have been used since

the beginning of antenna analysis. They are, the assumption of a sin-

usoidal current distribution along straight conductors of small cross-

section, and the applicability of circuit -theory concepts to certain parts

of an antenna structure that are small compared to wavelength.

This is the first time a digital computer has been used by the Antenna

Laboratory to simulate and test a complicated, antenna model. The successful

r results of this study Indicate the possibility of utilizing the computer in

even more complex problems. It is estimated that at least seven man-days

I would be needed to build a model and perform the measurements which the

) 1.

1
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computer has done in a matter of minutes. 
On the other hand, this work 1

also illustrates one drawback in using a computer for experimental research.

That is, each model tested represents a "new" problem to the computer,

so a large mass of data must be collected to establish a trend, Perhaps I
a more sophisticated computer program could provide some data processing 1
and interpolation, but in the end the utility of the results depends on the

ability of the researcher to draw conclusions from them. This is not as

easy as it may seem. Because of past training and-experience, the redearcher

has certain-prejudices that favor analysis of mathemutical equations and I
not computed data. However, once these prejudices are set aside, one will

find many new areas of research in which modern day computers can play

increasingly important roles.
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COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes several pirts of the computer program for the

solution of the equations of Section 2. The expansions used to evaluate -

Lhe jine- and cosine-integral functions are given in detail, and the /

mg.hod used to solve the system of linear equations is outlined. ,

Since the accuracy of the over-all program depends on the accuracy

of the veveral parts, care was taken to avoid progrpmming blunders which I
lead to accumulated round-off errors. Each section of the program was

checked by-special test routines and compared with calculations performed

on a desk calculator before being incorporated into the whole. In general,

priority was placed on accuracy rather than computational spoed, and

standard ILLIAC library routines were used wherever possible,

A.1 The Cosine- and Sine-Integral FUnctions

The cosine-integral and sine-integral functions 
are definqdas

24

Ci(x) - f cosu du (98)

and

Si(x)=J sin- -du (99)

Two distinct methods were used to compute E(x) = Ci(x) + j Si(x), For

0 < x < 6 a series expansion was used. For x > 6-a continued fraction

expansion was used., The crossover point x =--6 was determined by the

computer time required to achieve 8 or 9 accurate significant digits, using

either method. A plot of computer time vs. x is shown in Figure 91. The

crossover 'pint x i 6 was chosen from this plot. The series representations

-,

I

K'~~ - z , z -- -
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used 
were

25

00 (l) n2n

Ci(x) = C + 1n(x) + E (2n), 2
n (100)

n=l

where C = 0.57721 is Euler's constant, and

Go n2n + I
Si(x) = nl _(2n + 1) j (2nX+71) (101)

Boch the above series are uniformly convergent for all finite values of x.

The convergence of these seriesis slow, and the number of terms required-

for a given accuracy increases with x. Fifteen terms were required for

eight place accuracy with x equal to-6. However the terms of the-series

are monotonically decreasing and alternating in sign, so the error involved

In using n terms is numerically less than the n + 1st term. This fact

allows one to compute until a given accuracy is attained, Und this-

advantage outweighs the fact that the convergence is slow. The two

series of Equations 100 and- 101 were computed together as

K(x) = C + -n(x)- nl n n (102)

To -find the continued fraction expansion for-K(x) observe that

K(x) = Ci(x) + JSi(x) = Ei(jx) + J, (103)

where 0

-Ei(-z) = du (104)
U

As a function of the complex variable z. Ei(-z) has a logarithmic branch

point at z = 0, therefore the argumtent z =z1 eje is restricted such that

-v < 6 'I. A continued fraction exp.4nsion exists for (104), 26

L _________
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eZf O u 1= -- -- - (105)ez du 1 1 2 2 3 (rs

f z

By means of an equivalence transformation (105) can be rewritten

I
ez ez- du =I 1 I 1 1 1(106)

e u z + + +1 + 4+ + -+ 10

.1 z2 3

This is a continued fraction of Stieltjes. The general form of the Stieltjes

continued fraction is

1 1 1 (107)

k + k + k3z + k' + ks 4- k + ...
1 2 3 4 5 6

The continued fraction (107) is uniformly convergent in the cut z-plane due

to the fundamental convergence theorem-of Stieltjes, which states that if

the k are positive constants and the series E k diverges the continued
P p

fraction is uniformly converE-nt over every finite closed domain of z whose

distance from the--negative half of the real axis is positive, and its

value is an analytic function of z for all z not on the negative half of

the real axis. Therefore K(x) may be computed from (106). By means of

-another equivalence transformation,

K(x) =J + (108)
jx F~jx)

where

F(Jx) I I1/Jx 1/Jx 2/Jx 2/Jx 3/ix

1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 ... (109)

The pth approximate of F, AP/Bp, is given by the fundamental recurrence

formulas:

I
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Ap + b P + A p + ap + 1 A .1

(110)

B +i bp +i Bp + ap + 1 B p i

with

A-, 31, B1 =0, A= b 0  B° =1, (ii)

and -(p + 0)/2

ap -(p +p = 1,3,5, "'', I

a - p = 2,46, "', (112)

bp =x.

1.

The fundamental recurrence formulas allow one to compute the successive

approximates of F rather than start with a given p and ationalize F p

In the ILLIAC program for -the continued :fraction expansion of K(x), it

was found that nine place accuracy for Ci(x) or Si(x), whichever was larger,

was achieved when

A A

for x > 1.5. The number of iterations required ranged from 73 for x = 1.5

to 15 for x = 9.

The subroutine for X(x) was programmed to test x to determine the type

of expansion to use and then to compute K(x) to nine sigificant digits. It

is worthy of note that continued fraction expansions exist for many trans-

cendental functions, some of which are given by Wall? and that in certain

cases the continued fraction is more rapidly convergent than the corresponding

series expansion.
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5 A.2 Matrix Operations

The program which computes T (U + YFZA) was straightforward. . The prime

3L difficulty in this case is the systematic addressing of the storage locatlons

of the matrix elements.

The solution of

1 1= T -A (114)

employs the upper triangularization and back-substitution method. The

I steps in this method are as follows. Fist the augnented matrix Ta is

I s set up, using T and Y.

t11 t12 t3 ---- tlN 1l

21 2223 2N 2

a

L Nl N2 N3 NN N

Here the t 1s are the elements of T and the ii's are the elements of .

Ya is a matrix which represents the equation

I - 1= 0 * (116)
_ A

- By the elementary determinate operations, Ta can--be upper triangularized

yielding

1 t --- t
12 13 1,N+1

t23 ---- t2N+

0 0- t-- ~~~N 0 --- I N+1
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iA N iA N-1 A N-2 ... can be successively determined by a series of back-

substitutions,

iAN t NN+l

(118)

/ /

iAN_1 = N-i, N i - N-1 N iAN

Several test matrices were employed to check the accuracy of this

part of the program. It was found -that nine significant digit accuracy

was preserved in solving equations- in four unknowns. Nine significant

digits is the maximum accuracy that can be obtained-using the ILLIAC in

the floating-point mode. It was expected that the accuracy decreased

as the number of equations increased. However, a sample calculation of

an eight element antenna using the entire LPD, analysis program, agreed

in the first five significant digits with the computations performed on

a desk calculator (which, incidently, ,took three weeks to perform).
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5 APPENDIX B

5 MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses several types of measurements which were per-

3 formed in the experimental phasu of this research. The procedure used in

the measurement of the near field amplitude and phase will be considered

I in detail, whereas the input impedance, radiation pattern, and phase center

. measurements will be given only summary remarks. Except for the near field

phase measurements standard techniques were used, and a majority of problems

SI that arose were concerned with the application of these techniques to the

particular antenna structures under investigation.

I In any measurement involving log-periodic or log-spiral structures,

one is faced with the problem of obtaining a great amount of data over a

wtde range of frequencies, if the frequency independence of the antenna

is to be confirmed. The large bandwidth (4:1 or greater) over which the

measurements must. be performed places certain requirements on the

experimental set-up and on the construction of the model. The experimental

T set-up must be changed several times throughout the course of a measurement

because of the relatively narrow bandwidth of some testing equipment. This

f means that certain pieces of equipment are operated under slightly differing

conditions, hence the set-up should proide for easy calibration and tuning.

IOf equal importance is the actual fabrication of the model antenna.

Construction tolerance should be figured on the basis of the shortest wave-

length of operation. Thus, to some extent, the size of the antenna is

determined uy the accuracy which can be maintained in the model shop. The

transverse dimensions of the feeder configuration of an LPD must remain small

compared to the length of the zhortest element. Nevertheless, the minimum
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diameter of the feeder members is limited by the size of the internal

feed coax. This again places a limit on the size of the antenna and the

range of useful testing frequencies.

The above requirements led to the choice of the 100 mcs to 400 mcs I
range for the models used for impedance and near field measurements. A

picture of one of the impedance models is shown in Figure 92. The feeder I
diameter was 0.420 inches, just large enough to accommodate the teflon dielectric 3
RG-115 A/U coaxial cable which was choseh for its low loss and excellent

uniformity. The pattern models were built for the 500 mcs to 2000 mcs range,

the low frequency limit being dictatpd by the antenna pattern range facilities.

B.1 Near Field Measurements

The near field mcasurements consisted of determining the amplitude and

phase of the voltage between the feeder conductors and the current into each

dipole element. The voltage between the feeder conductors was found by 4
measuring the signal received by a small probe antenna as pictured in Figure

93. The coax which energizes the antenna model runs trough one of the hollow

feeders. The other -feedrir member is equipped with a milled slot which -j
guides the probe assembly throughout the length of the antenna. The probe

is connected to a length of RG 58/U coaxial cable which is contained in a -

thin walled tube. The end of the tube opposite the probe assembly Is fitted

with a pointer which moves along the length of a rule, permitting accurate

and repeatable positioning of the probe. The input impedance of the antenna

was found to change 1.4% as the position of the probe was changed from the

front of the antenna to the back. This is due to a small change in the I

feeder impedance owing to the presence of the milled slot. The variation

I
I-
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I of the measured data was found to be independent of the length of the probe,

which was varied from one eight to one quarter inch.

The measurement of the dipole element current was accomplishad by the

loop probe shown in Figure 94. The loop was designed to measure the

magnetic field encircling the dipole, and was located as close to the base

I of the dipole as possible. Many difficulties were encountered in the selection

of the proper loop size, spacing, and location. Shielding waj necessary,

as indicated by initial results with an anshielded loop. However, a

I completely shielded loop could not be constructed small and accurately,

because there was no space to extend the pick-up coax through the guide

1 assembly. The partially shielded loop in Figure 94 was selected as a

comprom .se. The figure also shows the delectr~c disk which encloses the

loop. This device was used to accurately position the loop at a constant

Td~stance from the dipole and in a pla-e containing the dipole element and

the loop. The diameter of the loop and the dielectric was chosen such that

a minimum amount of transverse motion was required in going from an element

F. connected to one feeder to an element connected to the other. The configuration

shown in Figure 94 was found to yield repeatable results aithough effects

of undesired field components were never entirely eliminated. The largest

extraneous component was thought to be due to the proximity of the current

on the neighboring dipoles. It was estimated that this component was

down at least 15 db from the desired component. The agreement between

measured and computed results of the element current is therefore not

as good as that of the feeder voltage.

B.1.I Amplitude Measurements

T-
A block diagram of the ciicuit used for the amplitude measurements is
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3 shown in Figure 95. The filtered output of the square wave modulated power

oscillator is delivered to the antenna through a double stub tuner, which

was adjusted for maximum signal to the probe. The square law detected out-

put of the tuned probe is displayed on a SWR amplifier, peak tuned to the

modulation frequency of 1000 cps. In performing the measurement, the

I probe was moved back and forth until the location of maximum signal was

found. This point was taken as the 0 db reference. A readirg wai tuken

every centimeter throughout the length of the anterna. A power output

from the oscJllator on the order7 of 5everal watts was required for a

dynamic range of 40 db above noise.

I B.1.2 Phase Measurements

The phase measuring circuit is diagrammed in Figure 96. The principal

features are the hybr1 junction and the balanced input adapter. The

Imeasurement theory is as follows: A CW reference signal, whose phase can

be adjusted by means of the slotted se, tion and linp stretcher, is injected

into the series arm (4) of the hybrid junction. The modulated test signal

r" feeds the shunt arm (3). The RF phasor sum of these signals is impressed

across the load connected to output (1) and the phasor difference appears

at output (2). The balanced input adapter takes the audio difference of

these detected signals from the hybrid junction arid also provides the bias

voltage for the bolometers. As shown in Figure 97, a sharp null is observed

at the output of the balanced adapter when the reference signal is 900 out

of phase with the test signal. Figure 97 compares the phasor relations and

1 the nulls obtained cf the balanced detection method and the single detection

method. In the latter method only the difference channel would be used; the

null is obtained when the reference and test signals are in phase, provided
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5 both signals have equal amplitude. Since the amplitude of the test signal

varies, this method wou! require a precision variable attenuator calibrated

3 for amplitude and phase. The advantage of the balanced detection system is

that a well defined null is obtained even when the test and reference signals

are of unequal amplitude. However a 1800 ambiguity exists in the balanced

j detection method. This can be resolved by carefully following the incremental

phase shift as the probe is moved away from the reference position.

1 For phase measurements the probe signal, rather than the oscillator

is modulated. This results in a sharper null than would otherwise be obtained.

.1 Even though the unmodulated refereice signal, which may be larger than the

1 test signal. is present at the detectors, the result is only a DC componentI
of current to the transformer. The only error from the reference signal

is due to leak-through in the hybrid junction. This is negligible; in

dommei.cially available instrument hybrids the decoupling is on the order

of 50 db.

The experimental set-up for the near field phase measurements is shown

in Figure 98. All the equipment was mounted on a bench whilh could be rolled

up to a second story window in the Antenna Laboratory, in order for the

model under test to look into an uncluttered environment. The most predominaut

feature In the picture is the take-up reel for the cable which is zonnected

to the probe. In the phase measurements it is important that t~e flexing

of the (able be controlled and held to a minimum; the take-up reel serves

I this purpose.

The following procedure was carried out to balance the hybrid circuit

-- after each change of frequency. Refer to Figure 96. The connection at

IX terminal (4) is broken and replaced with a matched load. The bias to
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each bolumetor was adjusted to 8.75 ma. One bolomeer was then disconnected

and thi balancing potentiometer was adjusted for maximum output. The

I tuning stubs throughout the circuit were then tuned for maximum output.

The other bolometer was reconnected and the first was disconr.ected. The

balancing potentiometer was again adjusted for maximum output, and only

the stubs associated with the operative bolometer were tuned, the others

were left as previously adjusted. With both bolometers connected, the

1. baloncing potentiometer was adjusted to null the skgnal. This step had

the effect of balancing out any leak-through component of the test signal;

it also equalized any residual unbalance which might have existed between

the two bolometers. The slotted line was reconnected, completing the tune-up

procedure.

The probe was positioned at a chosen point and the phase of the reference

p" signal was changed to obtain a null. This was repeated every centimeter

along the feeder of the antenna. By recording the phase change introduced

by the slotted line, the relative phase of the test signal was determined.

B.2 Impedance Measurements

f. The input impedance of the LPD models was determined by the SWR and

null shift method. The set-up incorporated a PRD standing wave indicator

or alternatively a HP slotted line, and a tuned amplifier using a bolometar

* detector.

The short circuit reference plane for the impedance measurements was

taken at the front of the antunna, as shown in Figure 99. This choice of

a reference plane lumps the gap or terminal impedance in with the antenna

impedance. For this reason, extra care was taken in the construction of

I the feed region. After several trials it was found that the feed region

Lf
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Pigure 99. Details of the symmetrical feed point, showing the

reference plane for impedance measurements
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configuration shcwn in Figure 99 was best from the standpoint of introducing

a minimum unbalanced current component and a minimum gap reactance. Ideally,

the reference measurement should be made at every frequenvy, ju:z- before or

after the co. responding load measurement. This was not done because of

the large number of test frequencies involved and because of the uncertainty

in reconstructing an identical feed configuration each time. Instead, the

electrical length of the coax from the reference plane to a reference on

the measuring device was determined for all the f'equencies within the band,

prior to taking the load measurements. Several lengths of cable were testea;

the one which yielded the most uniform results was used.

B.3 Far Field Measurements

The radiation patterns of the LPD modes were recorded by the commercially

equirqed University of Illinois Antenna Lab-3ratory patcern range facilities.

The tower and ap LPD model are pictured in Figure 100. Using a bolometar

as the square law detector, the system was found to have a linear dynamic

range of greater than 20 db. Since the LPD models tested had an operating

bandwidth of 3:1 or greater, interference from other sources operating

within this band sometimes presented a problem. Except for the signal

from an S-band radar that was 250 yards away, the interference problem was

i±iminated by filtering and tuning techniques.

The phase center measurement wcrc cccp shcd . .. n. the . ... ,,

detector shown in Figure 96, except that the model under test assumed the

role of the probe antenna. The test model was mounted on a tower in such

a way that the axis of rotation could be moved toward or away from the

transmitting antenna. The relative phise of the received signal was plotted

as a function of the azimuth angle over the range + 40 degrees from the dead

F _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3 ahead position. The center of rotation of the model was varied from one

plot to the next until a position was found such that the phase was most

U nearly constant over the range of the azimuth angle. The bornsight and

positioning accuracy was such that the location of the phase center could

be determined within an error of + 0.125 inch, which was about 0.01 > at

the testing frcqucncies.

1
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